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MSU assessment
project reviewed
'

By MICHELE CARLTON

" We need to
look at how we
can improve or
reform
undergraduate
education''

Staff Writer

A camp u s assessment
meeting Friday kicked off the
College Assessment Consultant
project at Murray State
University.
James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic affairs, said the University formally began assessment in
1988.
The guest speaker, Barbara
Wright, director of t h e
American Association of
Higher Education Assessment
Forum, reviewed the current
outcomes of Murr ay State
assessment activities in the
academic departments.
"Assessment is a systematic
process of setting goals, gather-

Barbara Wright

Director of AAKEA

ing information, interpreting it
and using it to improve the effects of college on student learning and development," Wright
said.
Although colleges have set
goals for educating students,
employers and the public have

found failures in critical thinking and judgments among college graduates and are losing
confidence in higher education ,
she said.
"We need t o look at how we
can improve or r efor m
undergraduate education," she
said.
Booth, who served as the
master of ceremonies, said the
University must focu s its
assessment efforts.
Both teachers and students
are directly involved in a wellfunctioning assessment project,
Wright said.
"Faculty is centrally responsible for designing and implementing assessment because
Please see ASSESSMENT
Back Page

Alcohol policy passed
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

KISS AND TELL
While performing at the Comedy Zone In the Stables, Comedian/magician Bob Garner con·
vinces Corey Hartsfield, a freshman business administration major from Paris, Tenn ., to
come on stage from the audience to help him with a gag. As Hartsfield Is pretending he Is
taking a drive through the country, Garner spots a photographer and convinces Hartsfield to
stop and smile. But, Garner surprises him with an Interesting pose for the camera.

Prompted by the growing nationwide concerns about insurance liability at sorority and
fraternity mixer s, Murray
State University's Panhellenic
Council has passed a policy to
enfotce the alcohol policies set
by each sorority's national
office.
The policy, passed last week,
states that all sorority and
fraternity mixers must be
"dry." If alcohol is present at
any time during the mixer,
then the sorority is obligated to
leave the property of that
fraternity.
Jennifer Moore, Panhellenic
president, said she believes
that all the sororities should be
congratulated for taking this
step.

"We are just enforcing an alcohol policies. If a sorority
already-known policy for all the disregards its national alcohol
sororities handed down by their policy by having alcohol at mix·
nationals," she said. "We feel a ers, then its insurance does not
lot of good will come out of cover the sorority during that
this.')
period. I
"The University became conJane Hall, Panhellenic adviser, said such steps are being cerned for the students and adtaken across the nation to help visers," Hall said. "Some adreduce the risk of liablity dur- visers were q u estioni n g
ing sorority and fraternity whether they wanted the
responsibility, and one fraterni·
mixers.
"We .are not dealing with ty adviser even quit."
J im Baurer, director of the
morality, and our goal was not
to change people's ideas about Curris Center, agreed with
drinking," Hall said. "It was Hall, saying that one of his bigour responsibility to reduce the gest concerns involving the
chance that presidents, officers mixers has been the insurance
and advisers would be held policies.
''Sorority officers a nd adliable during mixers."
The action was prompted at visers were being placed in
MSU because each sorority's
Please see ALCOHOL
national office was pushing for
Back Page
adherence to the national

Scout builds tables for museum
By MICHELE CARLTON
Staff Writer

A local Boy Scout's efforts to
earn his Eagle Scout award pJ:oved to be beneficial for both the
scout and the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America, located on the Murray
State University campus.
Mathew Falwell, a local Boy
Scout, organized and im·
plemented a project to build 10
picnic tables for the museum as
a community service project for
the award.
"I had aU of the merit
badges," Falwell said, "but I
had a service project left to do.
Once this is completed, I will
have all of my requirements for
my Eagle Scout."
Falwell compiled and submit·
ted the list of materials needed
for the construction of the picnic tables. He also designed a
simple pattern for the tables
and performed the preliminary
cutting and milling of the
materials.

Shoney's Resta urant donated
the raw materials to build the
tables, which were bought from
Ml,ers Lumber Co.
'The act ivity is a part of our
effort to strengthen our
Reinvestment Program," said
Shoney's public relations
re pre sen tat i ve R hon d a
Graham. " We are putting some
of our advertising dollars into
community reinvestment.''
Younger scouts from area
troop s bolted t h e p ieces
toget h er a nd com p lete d
fmishing touches to the tables.
Mark Hunt, museum director , said the project benefitted
many people including other
scouts who helped F alwell and
local businesses which donated
money and materials.
"The kids will be getting
credit toward badges for their
efforts in t his community service project. So, t his is working
well for a lot of people," he said.
Prior to t he project, the
museum had limited eating

By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Don Lovett, museum technician, supervises members of Troop
45, (left to right) Jeff Hedges, Alex Hunt, Chris Prescott, and
Geoffrey Ball as they find permanent homes for finished picnic
tables at the museum.

facilities to offer visiting
schools, scouting organizations
and public tours. The picnic

Although the oost of an education can seem 0V81Whefmlng,
,
..
prices at Munay State University prove to be a bargain
~
~
compared to the national average. The costa for reeident ~~ r ~~
undergraduates are compared below.
~~

Tui tion and Fees
Total

$3,097
1,755
$4,852

Source· FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

. {

$2,490
1,410
$3,900

Construction to improve the intersection at Main and 16th
streets will begin as soon as March or early April, said Mac
Fitts, Murray's city director of engineering.
" As it is now," Fitts said, "it is very difficult to turn certain
dir ections onto Main Street because of the offset. It is difficut
to turn toward town onto Main because it is more than 90
degrees.
"When construction is complete, the roads will be perfectly
lined up," he said.
Murray Mayo1· Bill Cherry said other improvements to be
made at the site include a street light and a sidewalk along
the east side of 16th Street up to Sycamore Street. The
drainage problem at the 16th and Main intersection will also
be corrected during construction, he said.
"There will be a stop light installed by the state, with turn·
ing lanes also. Hopefully, it will make the traffic move
smoother through the intersection:· Fitts said.
The Kentucky Highway Department made a commitment
last year to design and construct the state-owned and
-maintained intersection, Fitts said.

Photo by CHERI STUART

EDUCATIONAL COSTS

Room and Board

Improvements set
for four-way stop

80.4%
80.4%
80.4%

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

tables will enable the museum
to provide adequate eating
facilities for visitors.

0--~-c-c~-~-,o-s_:-:-h~-c:-.-K-.....,
It had been 21 years since Virginia Szlkszai
had been in the classroom, but that didn't stop
her from re~rning to Murray State University
for her history degree.
Szikszai and many other students have re·
turned to the classroom, increasing the nontraditional student enrollment at MSU by 30
percent this year.
Take a look inside to see how an older generation looks at college life.
Stories on Page 5

Military Salute

Index

During MSU's "Star-Spangled Homecoming," all students, faculty and alumni
who have served in the U.S. military are
invited to march in the Homecoming
Parade.
The parade will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 12.
Those from MSU who have served in
the U.S. military in any way either as a
career or through the reserves are
invited to participate in the parade to be
honored.
Anyone interested in participating in
the parade should c6ntact Donna
Herndon at 762-3737.
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Services available to the disabled
Scholarships, counseling, support included for disabled persons
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Breaking down the barriers,
both physically and mentally,
presents some of the challenges
students with disabilities face
every day, but Murray State
University offers academic and
emotional support services to
those with physical and learning disabilities.
Overcoming everyday
physical obstacles is not the only barrier those with
disabilities deal with each day.
The physically disabled may
also face challenges in the
classroom, said Velvet Wilson,
director of student support
services.
Student support services offers students with physical
disabilities programs to
enhance their academic experience and also offers
counseling as needed, Wilson
said.
"I provide assistance with
readers, test proctors and
assistance with note taking if
feasible/' Wilson said.
She said if a visually impaired student needS a textbook
on tape, she can obtain the
materials for that student. A
student must qualify for the
assistance, however.
"Students in the program
must show an academic need,"
Wilson said. "It's based on the
needs of the students."
The program currently serves
35 st udents who have

~'~ ~DOWN

V\. lH~ BARRIBII

registered for assistance with
the office, she said. In addition
to the academic assistance,
students also can find someone
to listen to their problems and
offer advice on how to overcome
those problems.
Wilson said she also serves as
a counselor for the students,
and she tries to relate to the
students' individual needs.
"I can relate a little to the
needs of the disabled students,
coming from that frame of
reference," said Wilson, who is
visually impaired.
Wilson said she also serves as
a liaison between the student
and his or her vocational
rehabilitation coun s elo~ .
Vocatational rehabilitation is a
state agency that provides
assistance to students in getting employment and overcoming their indi vi dual
disabilities.
Although Wilson and her
staff offer support services for
students with disabilities, she
said she also tries to help them
become more independent.
"First and foremost, I try to
foster independence in the student," Wilson said. "I try to instill upon the student as much
independence as possible."

Students with physical
disabilities may overcome the
physical obstacles in going to
class, but other barriers may
exist inside the classroom.
Wilson said most University
professors make allowances for
students with physical
disabilities, the physically
disabled, such as moving a
chair to accommodate a student
in a wheelchair.
"Most of the time, as for the
program itself, it's not hard to
make it accessible," she said.
"Accommodations are made in
the classroom."
Under Section 504 of the
Americans with Disablities
Act, programs on college campuses must be accessible to
those with disabilities. Wilson
has a name for this:
"reasonable accommodations. "
"Most classes are reasonably
accessible," she said.
Students with disabilities
may also try harder in their
classes to help break down their
barriers.
"You have to be a little bit
more on top of things and know
your needs," Wilson said. "You
have to get in there and dig a
little bit more."
Wilson said she believes
students adapt to their surroundings and problems and learn
how to compensate for their
disablities.
" If we can provide them with
tools to stay in school and provide them with ways to over-

come their barriers, they can
succeed," Wilson said.
In addition to the academic
and emotional support services
the office offers to students with
disabilities, career counseling
is also provided.
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Students with learning
disabilities also face a hurdle in
:~r ~~rglnq,;;ce"~r;:A~rt ~~~w~l . . ~:·; -.~:~;, >,, ;,,,:<
their academic pursuits.
A learning disability is an
enroUed ''~
academic disability that ranges
''t'~~~n~ th~e ~~lia,l- ~~~~,-. ,,t~;: :,_ ,
from short attention span to
dyslexia.
Ann Narewski, coordinator of
services for students with lear" : MSU~'
Rai...Jo.
ning disabilities, said her proi
.,
t''' · ,. M.· ..'e~ ·.··.·m. Orial
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gram at the Learning Center of-'"i: ~,A!Jl~n, f+l.,,.ae~tiQrlifQ.'".r. ,BUnd
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fers students individualized
- Mv.®8tionaJ
i
tutoring in general education
classes, textbooks on tape, test
proctoring, group support
1
: "'
Graphic by ROB WILK~RSON
meetings and personal
counseling.
"A learning disabled student
"'fhe more they can accept
"I'm also here to provide has to study much, much more their disability," she said, "the
some personal and academic than a (non-disabled) student," ~ore they can overcome it."
counseling," Nareweski said.
Narewski said. "Frustration is
The 46 students who receive
Although counseling services a daily thing for them."
assistance from the Learning
are offered, Narewski said, she
Students with learnin.g Center also form a student supalso wants students with learndisabilities
who overcome their port group in which they
ing disabilities to learn how to
disabilities are often those who discuss their problems and offer
become independent.
"We like to try to encourage put increased effort into their support to other students in the
group, Narewski said.
students to write and learn on academic work, she said.
''Most are really willing to go
their own," she said.
Students with learning the extra mile," Narewski said.
Editor's Note: This is the conAcceptance of the disablity is clusion of a three-part series
disabilities also face some of the
same problems that students one way students with learning discussing access for students
with physical disabilities do in disabilities can break down the with disabilities at Murray State
the academic setting.
University.
barriers, Narewski said.
•
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Alpha Phi Omega strives for disability awareness
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

One Murray State University student organization is
dedicated to raising awareness about people with disabilities.
Alpha Phi Omega, a national service co-ed fraternity, spon., sora dis-Ability Awareness Week each spring to increase
campus and community awareness of the needs of people
with disabilities, said Jeremy Whitmore, the fraternity's
president.
"(The week's purpose is) to experiencE:~ what it would be like

to have disabilities," said Whitmore, a sophomore outdoor
recreation major from Rochest-er, N.Y.
"I believe the awareness is rising," he said.
The 32-member organization's dis-Ability Awareness Week
includes such events as movies, a public forum with represen.tatives of Student ~overnment Association and the poa-.;~of
'Regents, wheelcbaU" basketball and a sign language class.
_ Whitmore said Alpha Phi Omega has also tested ramps and
buildings on campus for accessibility to students with
disabilities. The organization found that the ramp at the Cur-

ris Center is too steep aqd that Carr Health is inaccessible to
people with disabilities.
"For the most part," Whitmore said, "MSU is accessible."
The organization has expressed its concerns, however, to
both SGA and the Board of Regents, Whitmore said. The
Board allocated $50,000 in February for imProvements to
make the campus more accessible.
"We're curious to see what it will be used for," Whitmore
said. "Fifty thousand dollars is definitely a start."
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Robertson planning
to build on tradition
I

By AMY LEAR

••Traditions are
very important
and are things
to build
around.''

fl'ssociate Edtlor

Don Robertson, associate vice
president for student affairs,
wants to bring the traditions of
!Murray State University back
~o the institution and make student affairs an ally of the
students.
"Traditions are very important and are things to build
~ound," he said. "I want to
find out what the traditions are
~hat have been lost for
whatever reason and bring
them back in a positive light."
· Robertson said he is a man
~edicated to the traditions of
t.he family, the community and
isjob.
''I am very family oriented
and like to spend time doing
family things," he said. He has
coached his daughter's softball
team, was president of the
county PTA and has been involved in his church and other
community projects.
Robertson recalls working at
Georgia Southwest College in
America, Ga. "One of the exciting thingR about America at
that time was that it was seven
miles from Plains, Ga., where
Jimmy Carter was from, and it

r

Don Robertson
Associate vice president of student affairs

-------------------------was the middle of the Carter
campaign," he said. "My wife
and I got very involved with the
campaign."
As for his job, Robertson said
he advocates a hands-on experience. He said he has spent
time walking the campus, talking to the students and visiting
their organizations.
..I want to make sure we (student affairs) provide the most
positive experience we can for
the students on campus," he
said. "I want to make maximum use and to make sure we
are accountable, evaluat ing
what we are doing, and that we
are making a difference."

Day

He comes to Murray State
University after serving as
assistant dean of student affairs at Marshall University in
West Virginia.
"Marshall was a very positive
experience," he said. "I had virtually all aspects of student life
under me."
While at Marshall, Robertson
received his doctorate in higher
education administration with
a minor in management from
West Virginia University.
"It has been my career goal to
be vice pr esident or chief personnel officer of student affairs
at the right institution," he
said. " At Murray State, I felt
there was a good enough fit
with the type of job, campus
and campus size. I like the fact
that there is a large residential
base on campus."
While Robertson said there
are some similarities between
Marshall and Murray State,
one distinction made Murray
very appealing.
"Marshall was in a much
larger area of 60,000," he said,
"while Murray is much more a
college town, which is similar
to Chapel Hill, which I enjoyed
as an undergraduate."

Wednesday, Oct.2
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Locations: Curris Center
Facuity Hall

~\</
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Tell us what's on your mind!

MCAT.Ieans to liberal arts
-:::. ·'•';;.

By MICHELE CARLTON
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The Medical College Admissions Test has changed its emphasis from science and math to
more liberal arts.
Dr. Marty Mitchell, biology
pre-medicine adviser, said that
..
prior to April, the MCAT consisted of six subexams of
skills
essays
science and math that required
more memory and less reading
..
r;
comprehension.
Mitchell said that the test has
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
been changed to include two Source: THE CHRONICLE
30-minute writing sections.
change in the curriculum.
"They are trying to get more thoughts on paper," she said.
Mitchell said that the time
analytical thinkers and to get
"Instead of PHY 570, we sugaway from memorization-type limit on the new section was gest that students take English
questions," he said. "They are one of the two main concerns 404, a composition course, dur·
looking for people who can take about the new exam.
ing the spring semester of their
"Many people were arguing j unior year, when most people
a central theme and construct
a
1
that good writing takes a long take the MCAT," he said.
logical, coherent essay."
Mike Ellerbusch, a senior pre- time. Thirty minutes may not
"If you do poorly on the test in
medicine major from Belknap, indicate how good or poor of a
April,
then you can take it in
writer
you
are."
Dl., said that the addition of a
Mitchell said the secon d con- September and still be able to
'writing section to the MCAT is
just something that changes cern was that those who ad- go directly into medical school
minister the test said that only after you graduate from Murwith the times.
Jonda Ward, a junior introductory science courses ray State," Mitchell said.
psychology and biology major were needed to perform well on "Hopefully, it's like a marriage. You only get married
from Benton, took the MCAT the test.
1Sept. 14 and said that the
.
once."
"In reality, you need cell
Mitchell said that it is dif.
writing part of the test could be biology, organic chemistry,
revised.
genetics, bio-chemistry and one ficult to compare the old and
the new tests because there has
"I felt that there should have full year of physics," he said.
been more time allowed to
Mitchell said that th e change been a ch ange in the scoring of
write. I had to rush to get my in the MCAT has led to a minor the new exam.

, . tMuffiple choice questions •Fewer scientific questions
·Bi~ogy, physics, ~emistry •Two sections
•Physical science
soMng
•Biological science
.,
· .,. eQuantttative
•Two
• One hour to write
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Republic now has a convenient drive-up automated
teller machine (ATM). Combine that with a Republic checking
or savings account (like our no fee Carefree Checking) and
you can get cash in a flash, 24 hours a day.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

A(fllintt•tt n•1tlr tlrr statnt•idt Re,11rblk group of bonks and {i11J1ncilll ~rttiet cornJKrllit"l'.
Bagdad • ~nton • Bowling Grftn • Elizabethtown• Franklort • Lexington • Loutsville• Mavfield
Murray•Owmsboro•Padua h•Shelbyville
·
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MADE
,
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RECYCLE!
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Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you access to
your money locally and around the world.
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RIGHT CHOICE

The Housing Central Staff and Residence BaD Directors wish to thank an the
Resident Advisors for there dedicated aerrice and hard work through faD
opening and In getting the FaD. 1991 semester off to a great start.
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Accessibility cost
high, but worth it

Area's stations
provide diverse
musical offering
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
the article, "Students deserve a
radio station," written by
James Lockwood, assistant
news editor for The Murray

Over the past few years, one of the main topics on
campus has been accessibility, or lack of, for
students with disabilities. Murray State University
has made great strides toward improving the cam·
pus for these students, yet we still have a way to go.
Plans are under way to examine the accessibility
ofMSU, yet the goals in mind are costly. The SGA's
Handicapped Accessibility committee and the
University project that it may cost more than
$50,000. But what of the cost to those students with
disabilities?
Those of us who are not in some way physically
disabled have no comprehension of the problems
the students face going to and from classes or even
going to the restroom. We do not encounter these
problems, but they do exist.
The solution is not easy. We could say Murray
State should make all the needed changes, but
realistically the cost would be astronomical, and it
would take a lengthy amount of time. Yet we can·
not just overlook the need.
Both the students and the University want to
make the areas on campus accessible for all
students. At the same time, both sides understand
the economic restraints. The University must simp·
ly set its goals and proceed at a pace at which the
needed renovations can be done correctly and
completely.

State News.
As "no communication" is a
form of communicating, albeit a
negative form, and therefore as
misleading a term as "jumbo
shrimp," so must I title the
term "musical void" coined by
Lockwood in this article.
The area's musical offerings
are as diverse as any I've seen.
Granted, there are no radio stations touting themselves as
totally "college student" formatted, but who are college
students of today?
I feel that the days of
"typical" college students have
long since passed, and campuses across the country are
now populated by an even more
diverse people than a UN convention. So, who do the stations
target?
The labeling of WKMS as a
classical station was the fJ.rst
clue to a real lack of research on
the topic.
WKMS does offer a good deal
of classical selections for
listeners, but it also offers jazz,
both mainstream and new age,
interviews, news, eclectic offerings of programs like ''Beyond
the Edge" and "The Midnight
Hour," as well as others that
one look through a program
guide or more than an hour of
listening would show.
of a speech code abridges
WSJP's "Club 1130" offers
another right all students different prop:amming each'
should have - freedom of night. Some 18 proouced ana
speech.
hosted by high school students,
but for the most part it is proAt many institutions
duced and directed by and for
throughout the country, the PC
college students.
movement is stifling creativity
These programs address curand, more important, inrent
events, topics and, yes,
telligent discussion. It
music
relevant to today's
sometimes even seeps into the
youth,
whether
college or high
classroom, where a professor is
school
age.
actually afraid to hold an in"Club 1130" has hosted mix·
telligent conversation with his
ers,
a tailgate party and a constudents. We need to be aware
cert
by area band Steel Trap
that speech can sometimes be
directed
at college students.
harmful, but when colleges and
universities start infringing on The phone lines are always
our First Amendment rights, open during "Club 1130" programming to allow listeners to
we're in trouble.
~xpress their views or to make
Students of all races, colors, requests.
sexual orientations, religions,
We at "Club 1130" are makdisabilities and both genders ing a return to live radio, and
should get together and in- we invite everyone to tune in,
telligently discuss their feel - call in and join the party. "Club
ings about various words and 1130" is programming , for tolabels, and they should reach day's student.
an agreement among
themselves as to what speech
Allen Williams
will be used. After all, a free
MSU
JRT Senior
and open discussion of ideas is
Executive
Producer
supposed to be what college and America - is all about.
Club 1130

Activity fee won't
cover everything Harassment or everyday speech?
As students sign their tuition checks, they might
not think much about the $55 student activity fee,
as to what they can · or can not · get for their '
money.
According to the University Schedule of Fees, the
$55 provides full·time students access to MSU
athletic events, Student Health Services and cer·
tain other activities on campus. But there are some
class-related, not campus·related, activities, such as
required viewings of plays, which are not covered.
Why not?
Students who are enrolled in such classes and are
required to attend such activities as plays or labs
have to pay for these activities out of their own
pockets.
Also, there are some students who may never set
foot inside Health Services or may never go to a
Racer basketball game (believe it or not), yet theyhave already paid for them.
Perhaps a better system for activity fees is needed
for Mw-ray State? What do you think?
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Graduate
Assistant
students are caught breaking
these rules they can be
punished.
PC advocates say that the
movement's goal is to eliminate
prejudice among students and
to encourage an improved con·
sciousness among students of
different races, religions,
genders, disabilities and sexual
orientations.
While I agree that minorities,
whether they are black
students, women, students with
disabilities or others, have a
right to an equal education free
from harassment, I think that
many involved in the PC movement are getting harassment
confused with everyday speech.
True, students who harass
others should be punished in
some way, but the restriction of
speech and the implementation
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As we talk to our friends
around campus about classes,
patti~s and other topics, few of
us stop to analyze whether the
language we use will offend
anyone . Are we calling
students with disabilities "differently abled" or referring to
black students as "students of
color," or do we write "w-o-my-n" when referring to those of
the female gender?
Few of us, actually, say or
write those things. Some probably think such terms are
ridiculous, whereas others may
agree with their use.
But regardless of what one
may think about those words,
there are some people who take
the use of such words very
seriously.
·
These people are involved in
what is called the Politically
Correct (PC) movement, which
is taking many college campuses by storm and is an issue
that we at Murray State
University need to think about.
At some universities, there is
a speech code that dileneates
the politically correct speech
that students must use. If
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''To tell the truth, I think that
the student activity fees are
worthless. A lot of people have
to pay for these things and they
never go to anything. Like with
commuters, they are paying for
nothing.''

"In my opinion, it is only fair
for students to pay to, say, go
see plays. If the students feel
that it is unfair, then they
should go and complain about
it. But the activity fees can' t
cover all of the things that
happen."

"I think that they should
cover everything. We have to
pay a fee for everything, like
dorm rooms and things like
that. It's ridiculous to have to
pay a fee for everything. There
is just something all of the time
that we have to pay an activity
fee for."

''I think that the activity fees
are good, but I also think that
they should cover everything. I
think that the school should
pay for it or, at least, pay for it
in advance, so that the students
don't have to worry about those
things.''

'
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Non-traditional enrollment grows
Students.'
numbers
•
grow1ng
By AMY LEAR
Associate Editor

A study conducted by the College Board in 1988 found that
nearly half of all the nation's
undergraduate enrollment consists of students at least 25
years old.
According to the study, there
are 6 million non-traditional
students on college campuses
across the country, which is 45
percent of aU undergraduates
enrolled.
At Murray State University,
non-traditional students have
become one of the fastestgrowing groups on campus. In
the freshman class, 82 students
are over the age of 23, and 30
percent of all undergraduates
are at least 23 years old. "They
are not a small group
anymore," said Billie Burton,
coordinator of Adult Outreach
Center for Continuing
Education.
The University has various
programs on campus to assist
the students in taking the first
step to coming back to school,
Burton said.
One such organization is
Adults Belong in College
(ABC). Burton said the program
has two purposes: to recruit
students and to help students
actually get enrolled.
4C Adult students may one day
be at a dead-end job and want to
do something about it, but they
don't kno~ where to turn,"
Burton said. "Admissions will
generally refer them up here."
Burton said her office acts

like an admission counselor to
the students by helping them
figure out how to do what they
want to do and then encouraging them.
Other programs, such as the
Never Ever Too Old Club and
Alpha Lambda Sigma Honor
Society, help students realize
they are not alone and give
them a support group, Burton
said.
Murray State also offers a
lounge where the adult
students can go to study, relax
and get support from other
students, Burton said. The
Comfort Zone is located on the
first floor of Ordway Hall and
has cooking facilities and
lockers, since many adult
students commute and are on
campus all day.
Janice Pritchett, a senior
library science major from
Lynn Grove, is an adult student
who decided to come back to
school in hopes of getting a bet·
ter job. "I'd worked for 14 years
and raised a son by myself," she
said. "One day I decided there
had to be something better than
a factory."
In addition to the honor socie·
ty, an honors banquet is held
every March to spotlight the
achievements of the adult
students, Burton said. Last fall,
22 percent of the students with
a perfect 4.0 grade point
average were adult students.
"The amazing thing about
that is many have other things
to do, like jobs, families and
community responsibilities,"
Burton said. "As a whole, adult
students are highly motivated
and very serious about their
studies."
In most cases the adult
students are sacrificing
something to be here, she said.
"They have given up time with
family, and many have given

up jobs or cut back to part-time
jobs," she said. "Generally it
means taking time away from
something to be here, so they
are really eager to do the very
best."
Pritchett agrees. "While I
have had to learn to budget my
time for myself and my family
as well as hitting the books, I
don't think I would have done
as well at 18," she said. "Not
that I'm that much smarter
now, but my priorities are
fixed."
Burton said there have been
strides made by the University
to recognize the accomplishments made by adult
students. "We are getting help
from three offices on campus
with scholarships designated
for adults," she said. "This feels
really good, since a few years
ago there were none for adult
students and now there has
been a lot of progress in that
area."
Coming back to school can
present many obstacles that
adult students must overcome.
One of the biggest obstacles is
coming back after being out of
school for so long, Pritchett
said. "There was this fear that
everybody knew so much more
than I did because I hadn't picked up a book to study in nearly
20 years."
Study skills were also extremely hard to acquire, she
said. "I suggest that incoming
adult students take reading
and study skills offered at the
Lowry Center,'' she said. "I
didn't, and think my grade
point average would have been
better if I had."
'
Coming back to school can be
a real confidence booster, Pritchett said. "This year when I
saw 'senior' on the packet, it
said to me, 'You've made it this

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
Adult students must often remain on campus for several hours during the day. The comfort zone,
a lounge In Ordway Hall, gives them a place to study, talk with other students and grab a snack.
Dave Stone, a freshman criminal justice major from Benton, comes to the lounge to catch up on
his homework .

Huff, who went to college and of high school you're not that
far,' and I know I will make it
the rest of the way," she said. received her nursing degree interested in studying."
"I'm thrilled to death that I've right after graduating from
Huff said that coming back is
nearly got it, and that is the one high school, said coming back easier in one way, because she
has been harder in some knows what she wants to do
thing that keeps me going."
Lottye Huff, a senior occupa· aspects.
and has set her goals.
"It takes me longer to get a
tional health and safety major
"I know what I am here for
from Martin. Tenn., said she handle on the material and to and I want to make A's," she
came back to college to avoid absorb it,'' she said. "I also said. "I am here to get my
the empty nest syndrome after spend a lot more time studying. degree, get out and get a good
Maybe when you are right out job."
her children left home.

NETO assists
older students

Grandma back
to ·g et diploma

By JON FUTRELL
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Though many look forward to
restful golden years of retirement, one grandmother of five
is actively pursuing her goal of
obtaining a college diploma.
Virginia Szikszai, a junior
history major from Benton, said
she's back at school because she
has always wanted to learn.
"My mother used to say I
drove her crazy because, when I
was 3, I would ask when I could
go to school," she said. "She
taught me how to read when I
was 3."
Szikszai is one of the senior
citizens coming back to school
on a special tuition free plan.
Billie Burton, director of Adult
Outreach Center for Continuing Education, said senior
citizens from Kentucky are
allowed to come to Murray
State tuition free as space
allows.
Szik.szai is taking six credit
hours and has only five more
history classes to go.
"It's been 21 years between
th e last class and these,"
Szikazai said. "I went to Citrus,
a junior college in Azusa, Calif.,
from 1965 to 1970. I signed up
at Cal State while I was still going to Citrus in 1970."
In the early years, Szikszai
said, she had to balance her
time with many
responsibilities.
·"I lived in Los Angeles, so I
would go to school in the early
morning at Azusa and I'd go in
the later morning to LA, and
then I'd go to work," Szikszai
said. "I also had a house, teenage kids and a husband."
Szikszai said her plans to attend music college were stopped, and she followed the traditional role of women of the
time.
"We were expected to to go to
high school or at least the
eighth grade, get married and
have kids. That's all we were
expected to do," she said.
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Staff Writer

" You may have
to work a little
at it, but there's
a way to get an
education.''

Most people view students at
Murray State University as being those who study some, party plenty, live to go south and
are usually young.
There are exceptions, though.
More than 30 percent of
undergraduates at MSU are 25
or older. Since most campus activities are geared toward the
traditional student, one might
think there is not much offered
these non-traditional students.
But since 1985, that has not
been true. The Never Ever Too
Old (NETO) Club was formed
that year to help nontraditional students get to
know the campus. NETO now
has 31 members.
Glenn Grubbs, a junior accounting major from '
Owensboro, was elected president of NETO last spring and
started his term at t he beginn·
ing of the school year.
He has been a member since
he transferred from Owensboro
Community College a little
more than a year ago. He said
the club helped him when he
first entered MSU.
"NETO provides a place of
networking for adult and nontraditional students," Grubbs
said. "It gives us a place to find
new information and experience of students who'd been
to Murray State University and
classes.
"When I first came here;' he
said, "I didn't know about the
services and different colleges
and classes. The people that
were here would tell
me what to
I
do or refer me to somebody who
would know."
Grubbs said he had wanted to
go to college before but was
always unable to.
"I just always wanted to go,
but I never had the opportunity," Grubbs said. "It's one of
those things you always put off.
It's been one of my goals to get
a college diploma."
Another NETO member, Rita

VIrg inia Szlkszal
Non-traditional
student

Szikszai said her goals are
simple. "Right now my only
goal is to do my two term
papers," she said. "I haven't
done a term paper in 21 years."
Szikszai said her family has
mixed ideas about her going
back to school.
"My one sister who has a
master's degree thinks that I'm
trying to catch up with her, and
I will if I can," she said. "My
one son is glad, but he thinks
that I'm overdoing it."
When Szikszai is not attending class she has plenty to occupy her spare time. She said
she enjoys reading, doing
Hungarian embroidery, making quilts, knitting, croqueting
and spendi.n g time with her
children and grandchildren.
She said what she likes most
about Murray State is how
friendly and helpful everyone is
to her.
"So far I like it very much.
Everyone is spoiling me," she
said. "H the professor's not. it's
the kids. I'm enjoying myself to
no end."
Szikszai said everyone should
go to college, even those who
start with just one class at a
time.
"Schools are here for you to
work and learn something you
really like. You may have to
work a little at it, but there's a
way to get an education," she
said. "If you're determined,
you'll make it. You have to be
stubborn, like me."
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Photo by TRENT REDMOND
VIcky Tatum, a freshman from Benton with an area In computer Information systems, has come back to pursue her
degree after 16 years.

BIS lets students
advance careers
Wb"en the time comes for traditional students to enter college,
they pack their bags and head for the campus. But for many adult
students who have such commitments as jobs, families and homes,
this is not possible.
There are, however, for those not headed down the traditional
path, alternative paths, such as the Bachelor of Independent
Studies (BIS) program.
The BIS program began in 1986 for adult students who ·wanted
to pursue a degree but could not in the conventional manner for
whatever reason, said Hughie Lawson, director of the program.
"Usually we target people who already have college credits and
need a degree to advance in their careers," he said. "BIS is not a
certificate to start a career but to enhance one you already have."
Lawson said the program does not fall into any conventional major, but is a tailor-made field of study. "It is based on career needs
and how the college education will enhance those," he said .
There are dimen::>ions to the BIS program that some other pro·
grams do not have, he said. Students, for example, are required to
write a thesis related to their careers.
Before students join the program, Lawson .said, he recommends
that they attend one of the ali-day seminars to see if the BIS program is for them.
·
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Imus, a freshman office systems
major from Murray, said she
decided to go to college to train
for a better job.
"I was tired of slaving away
at low-paying jobs," lmus said.
"I decided to go back to school,
get a good-paying job and
broaden my horizons. The
money part is just about the
main reason to go to college.·:
She learned about NETO
from her husband, Barry Imus,
a senior computer engineering
major from Murray. He said he
returned following an injury.
"I went here for a couple of
years 10 years ago," he said. "I
then went to work for the Ford
Motor Co. One-and-a-half years
ago, I was disabled from a work
injury. I decided to come back to
school to finish my degree."
Both agree that NETO helps
in adjusting to life on campus.
"For one thing," Rita said,
"the people and the officers are
very helpful supporters. "If
they can't help you, they can
direct you to someone who can.
Fellow members are very willing to help one another out
because everybody's been in the
same boat at one time or
another." She said she nearly
quit school this semester, but
encouragement from fellow
members convinced her to keep
going.
"It helps out quite a bit,"
Barry said. "If you're having
trouble in a class, nine times
out of 10 you can find someone
who's already had that class
who can tutor you in it." He
also said he likes the Comfort
Zone, the lounge for adult
students in Ordway Hall,
where NETO is headquartered.
"It's a place where you can
hang out," he said. "If you go to
the Currie Center or the
library, you find a bunch of
teen-agers there."
Membership dues are $3 per
semester or $5 for a full year.
The NETO Family Picnic will
be at the old city park
Saturday.
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Scholarships ease burden

NEWSBRIEFS
Recruitment conference set

Various University offices fund awards for students
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

College is costly, but some
students find their financial
burdens lessened when they are
awarded scholarships.
Murray State University
helped students bear the
burden of college costs by handi n g out approximately
$965.000 in scholarships this
year.
Although the source of the
funds vary, the three departments most directly involved in
awarding scholarships are the
MSU Foundation, the Alumni
Affairs Office and the school
relations office.
The Foundation awarded 470
scholarships worth more than
$277,000 this acedemic year.
Most of the money for the
scholarships was received from
alumni, faculty, staff, friends of
the University and corporations, said Thomas I. Miller, executive director of the MSU
Foundation.
Although more than $1.5
million has been donated to the
Foundation, only 17 percent is
used for the awards, because
the Foundation uses only the
interest made from the dona·
tiona, Miller said.
"Money in the endowment
fund is invested by a joint in·
vestment committee," he said.
"We try to get the best returns
we can find for risk-free
investments."
Interest from investments is
also used to fund scholarships

awarded by Alumni Affairs.
"The Foundation also invests
the Alumni Association's
money," Miller said.
Alumni Affairs awarded 190
scholarships this year totaling
nearly $113,000. However, that
figure may decline for the next
academic year, said Betty
Warner, bookkeeper for Alumni Affairs.
" This year's f unds will
decline because of lower interest rates," she said. "We are
anticipating awarding 184
s cholar s hips totali n g
$106,000."
Warner said most of Alumni
Affairs' funding is derived from
private donations_
While Alumni Affairs will see
a decline, Miller said the Foundation hopes to increase its
awards to 560 worth more than
$350,000.
Many of the scholarships
come from deferred donations.
Charles Ward, director of
development, said most money
comes from insurance policies
and bequests.
One example is the Deweese
Scholarship for students from
Graves County. The family
donated $600,000 in a bequest
to the University.
"We love to get money for
scholarships because we know
who it helps - the students,"
Ward said. "We also try to
make it easy on those wanting
to contribute scholarships."
Though there is no set dollar

1991

Careers '92, a recruitment conference for college seniors, is
scheduled for J an. 21-22 in Atlanta.
The conference is designed to help students interview with
prospective employers in their fields. In the past five years,
51 percent of t he students who have attended the conference
have been granted second interviews, and 40 percent h ave
received at least one job offer.
Interested seniors should contact the Placement Office for
more information.

MSU Scholarships $5,000,000

Alumni House still on hold

$4,000,000

Murray State University alu mni have not given up on their
dream of building an Alumni House/Welcome Center at the
University, but have put it on hold.
During the 1989 Alumni Weekend, the Alumni Association
erected a "future home" sign on a lot across from the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts. Since then, the University's fund·
raising efforts have been focused on the Regional Special
Events Center.
The association will continue to work with the University
administrators in support of an Alumni House. The sign,
which was in a state of disrepair, has been removed.

$3,000,000

$2,000,000

$1,000,000

Volunteer training services offered
Rape Victim Services will conduct a 24-hour volunteer
training program in Murray beginning Oct. 8.
Sessions will be conducted from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Tuesdays in room 501 of Faculty Hall. Class size is limited to
30 people. The fee for the class is $10.
Volunteers will man a 24-hour crisis line and provide support services for victims.
To register call 753-5777 or 442-5702.
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amount awarded by school relaCarmen Garland, assistant
t ions, 12 Presidential , 50 director of school relations, said
University and 50 J .W. Carr the office tries to work with
one-year achievement scholar- other sources that award
ships were awarded this year.
scholarships.
Money for these scholarships
is provided by the state and is
budpted by the University.
Be cause these f u nds are
limited, the number of achievement awards varies each year.

Pogue publishes interviews

.

" We try to combine all
scholarships from the Founda- ,
tion, Alumni Affairs, school
relations and departments to
create a package that will
benefit the student," she said.

A book of transcriptions by MSU Distinguished Alumnus
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue about Gen. George C. Marshall are
available at the Marshall Research Foundation in Lexington,
Va.
The book is available only in paperback form and
photographs of Marshall are included.
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Students
selected
for board

Congratu{ations
tJ3ethany J{a{{ on being

Staff Report

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON

UNITED

WE STAND

April Lane (seated), a junior from Murray, updates MSU
President Ronald J. Kurth on the United Way fund-raising
campaign at the University. Also pictured are (back, from
left) Ty Hlter, a Junior from Benton; Jim Vaughan, special
assistant to the president and education chairman of the
United Way campaign In Calloway County; April Oumanakl,
a senior from Westmont, Ill.; and Roger Wels, director of
American humanlcs and a member of the United Way board
of directors. The United Way funds 15 organizations In
Calloway County, Including Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H,
Senior Citizens, American Red Cross, YMCA, Needllne, the
Humane Society and Spouse Abuse Hotline and Shelter.

PEOPLE

1 .....
~.

Ten Murray State University
students were elected Wednesday to positions on the Judicial
Board during the Student
Government As sociation
meeting.
SGA interviewed 14 candidates, and 10 were chosen.
Serving a one-year term will be:
• Brian Van Hor n
• Pat White
• Michael Sandling
• Rick Jobs
• Jason Hawkins
• Mark Bates
• Shawn Hall
• Shane Black
• stacy Courtney
• Patrick McCormick
SGA also nominated two of
the students as chairman and
vice chairman of the board, but
the final decision will be handled by MSU President Ronald J .
Kurth.
Judicial Board's main responsibility is to hear and decide
cases concerning parking appeals. The board is one of the
t hree branches of the Student
Government Association.
"Cool Running," a reggae
band, will perform Oct. 21, and
the week of Oct. 14 has been
designated Alcohol Awareness
Week.
Homecoming queen fmalists
are Lisha Brumbaugh, Donna
Jo Edwards, Monica Major, Tiffany Cooper and Valerie
Kirksey. Homecoming is Saturday, Oct. 12 with events beginning Friday, Oct. 11.
Upcoming events include the
following:'
• A bonfire sponsored by the
Residence Hall Association is
set for 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Oct. 11.
• Travis Tritt, a country music
singer, will be in concert on
campus at 7 p.m. Nov. 17.

JOHNNY McDOUGAL, director of student financial aid at
Murray State University, is one of four administrators in t he
Southeast selected to participate in a t wo-day training session on the updates for computing student financial aid
eligibility for the 1992-93 yea_r.
.
'!'he conference will be held m Atlanta Nov. 7-8 m preparation to assist in a regional training effort.
McDougal said he feels his selection will benefit Murray
State and its &tudents "by enabling out staff in the Student ·•1 ~ tr ~3 1
Financlal Aid Office to have the details at1d instructions ear· ~..1 ; ..r --.;......-;o;;..,;,.,;..~;;,;,;;,;;_..--._
ly and to be in a position to make our studen ts aware of any
CORRECDON
changes."
JOHN DRESSLER, associate professor of music at Murray
State University, will be featured as a French horn soloist at
Carnegie Hall on Dec. 15.
Three other Murray State music faculty members will per·
form with Dressler. They are Marie Taylor, piano; Lawrence
Mallett, clarinet; and tenor Randall Black, vocalist.
ROGER REICHMUTH, assistant dean of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication at Murray State University, was
appointed Province 15 governor of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
music fraternity.

In the Sept. 20 issue of Th e
Murray State N ews, the quote
in a story about recycling that
said "The money is not the
primary concern" was incorrectly attributed to Ed West,
director of the physical plant.
The statement should have
been attributed to Wayne
Har,>er, associate director of
grounds and maintenance.
We apologize for any confusion this may have caused.
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ABOur YOUR HEAL'IH
The professional n~ at Student Health Services care for you when
you~ Well,W sick. I.A!t us be your partner in making better health
choiCes so you can achieve a lifetime of optiinal ~J»ea: We~ ..
answer~ health questions from Ano:nma to Zits. G1ve us a
call at Student Health, 762-3809, your HEALTH LINE.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why

you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. 0 It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

Its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable

service you've come to expect from AT&T. 0 Plus, if you get your Calling Card no~ you'll also get a free hours worth of

'

I

~AT&T

long distance calling.* And you'll become a member_9f AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services

designed to save students time and money. D The AT&T Calling Card Its the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T CaUing Card today. Call1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
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PUS LIFE
When you've grown
tired of sitting in a
classroom for what
seems like forever,
maybe it's time to
take a break from it
all and visit one of
MSU's

Offcampus
Sites

MSU centers

offer variety
By AMY HELM

Top right, Wickliffe Mounds,
located about 55 miles from
Murray State Universi ty ,
features a museum of the
Mississippian people. These
people where ancestors of
modern American Indians. The
site Is open dally from March
to November. The admission
charge Is $3 for adults and $2
for MSU faculty and students.
Top left, Hancock Biological
Center, located on the shores
of Kentucky Lake, provides a
place for visitors to learn more
about the lake water. The
center, located 18 miles from
the main campus, has over 70
acres of woodlands.
Bottom left, Murphy' s Pond,
a wildlife environment, provides a place for researchers
to study actual wetlands. The
site, located 30 miles west of
Murray State, was obtained
with the help of the Nature
Conservancy and the U.S.
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

Arts & Entertainment EditOf

Photos furnished by INFORMATION SERVICES

Top Women Ex e cutives
Industries with the highest percentage of top female executives.

I Apparel
I Mining , crude oil production I 5.9o/o
I Toys, sporting goods
I 5.9%

1 0.1o/o

~~Be~v~era~ge~s~~~15.20/o

I PubUshing and printing I 5.1 o/o
Source · USA TODAY

.

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

Q*• __A_SLI_C_E_ O_F_LIFE
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When the weekend seems
dull and the thought of staying
inside is unappealing, the solution is only a short drive away.
Aside from its main campus,
Murray State University has
several off-campus centers that
offer a variety of activities.
Wickliffe Mounds, located 55
miles from Murray State, has
an average of 10,000 visitors a
year.
"The museum features exhibits and artifacts from A.D.
1000 to A.D. 1300," Wesler
said. "We are always trying to
update the exhibits."
In the summer, excavations
are conducted. "Eventually we
will switch from excavating onsite to preserving the site,"
Wesler said.
Another off-campus facility is
only 18 miles away from Murray State.
Hancock Biological Center
was founded in 1966 and is
located on the shores of Kentucky Lake.
Melissa Bergholtz, station
coordinator, said that approximately 200 to 300 people visit
the station each year.
"Every year we have several
groups t hat come in for field
trips. Usually we sh ow them
samples we have taken from
the water under a micr oscope,"
Bergholtz said.
After looking around the station, she said, the groups a re
taken to the lake, wh ere they
can pull nets through the water
and see what t hey catch. Then
they are shown the wetlands
and can observe studies that
are being conducted.
Directed by Dr. David White,
the station grounds contain
more tha n 7 0 acres of
woodlands.
During the summer, field
courses are held at the station,
Ber gholtz said. These courses
are considered part of the summei session at MSU and may be
taken for undergraduate or
graduate credit.
Another center to visit is
located in Hopkinsville.
Owen Schroeder, director of
Breath itt Veter inary Center,
said that the veterinary center
has fou r missions to accomplish: to provide veterinary
diagnostic u·eatment to food
producers, to promote the
animal health curriculum , to
provide field service and to do
research.
Students in the animal

Help I've fallen ...

A $2 million lawsuit has been filed in
Junk mail troubles
California against Life Alert security
equipment - famous for its "Help, I've
Students at Murray State University often fallen and I can't get up," ads, accordfind themselves digging through piles of advering to USA Today.
tisements, fliers and coupons to find their really
The lawsuit claims that customers
important mail.
can get the same service by dialing
All of that junk mail you find in your mailbox 911 . and, therefore, the company is usmay actually prove to be helpful. Those stacks ing misleading sales gimmicks and
of ads are an easy way for businesses to tell charging high prices.
students about bargains and specials.
The ads show a Life Alert radio anSome people, however, find that sometimes nouncer saying, "We're summoning the
the ads are more trouble than they're worth.
paramedics." However, the lawsuit
Story on page 11
claims that dispatchers don't summon
.___ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. help themselves, but merely dial91 1.
1

technology curriculum at Murray State attend classes at the
center.
"There are approximately 16
students in the class. For the
most part, the students live in
apartments near the center,"
Schroeder said."
The North Farm is another
off·campus center, yet it is
within walking distance of
MSU.
Shawn Harper, manager of
the boar test station and the
farm, said that the farm is only
about a mi le away from
campus.
" It is a busy place, with
classes held there during the
semester,'' he said.
Classes held at the farm include beef science, animal
science, livestock judging and
livestock management.
Student workers from the
University help Harper take
care of the animals and the
80-acre farm.
Murphy's Pond is a wildlife
environment located 30 miles
west of the campus and covers
279 acres.
Preserved in its natw·al state
and used as a biological
laboratory and a public recreational area, Murphy's Pond is a
habitat for every species of
wildlife nat ive to Kentucky and
much of the central United
States.
A place that is not so well
known is Genevieve H. Savage
Cave, located in Logan County
near Adairville.
Murray State acquired
Savage Cave in 1983 from the
Archaeologica 1 Conservancy.
The conservancy bought the
cave from Genevieve Savage,
for whom the cave is named, in
1980.
Dr. Ken Carstens, an archaeologist in the department
of sociology and anthropology
at Murray State, is the clirector
of the
, cave.
"Savage Cave was one of the
first a rchaeological sites in the
nat ion to be acquired for preservation. We want it to make it
into the next century," he said.
The 5-acre cave is listed as
one of the world's longest caves,
with u cave passage of 3.5
miles, Carstens said.
"We don't take tours through
the cave unless the group is in
my class or has written permission from the Savage Cave
Management Board of Direc·
tors because we don't have staff
there,'' Carstens said.

Cola wars
Pepsi-Cola is stepping up its efforts
to win another battle in the hopes of
becoming the choice of "a new generation," according to The Paducah Sun.
The company has announced that it
is changing its red, white and blue design to a more modern look.
The new logo features a thinner red
bar topped by a smaller version of the
old circular logo, without the brand name
in the middle of the circle. The word
"Pepsi" is written sideways.
Cans and bottles of Pepsi and Diet
Pepsi sporting the new look should
arrive in stores by the end of this year.
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Comfy sand.les new fashion
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Birkenstocks, now
celebrating their 20th anniversary in the United States, have
been made in Germany for
more than 200 years. They are
what some people call the
ultimate in footwear.
The sandals, made of leather,
juite and a r eal cork footbed,
are made to contour the foot for
a better fit. The sole is
lightweight .and shock
absorbent.
.
Michael Gage, a sophomore
graphics design major from In·
dianapolis, said he bought his
Birkenstocks from a health food
store. "They have a flexible
sole, they move with the foot
and they are very stress relieving," he said.
Gage can often be seen on
campus playing hackey sack
while wearing his
Photo by JOHN BERNING
Birkenstocks. "It's almost like
wearing nothing at all on your Blrkenstocks cost anywhere from $80 to $130 and come In 40 to 50 styles with two to five colors
feet," he said. "They are easy to per style.
walk in, and they are really
comfortable with or without the diehards who wore them were in fact getting a shoe that anywhere from $80 to $130.
years ago were wearing them. was virtually unknown in the "There are about 40 to 50 styles
socks."
Beth Devillec, owner of the Most people thought they were United States until Margot and about two to five colors per
Groundfloor, a shoestore in too expensive for what they Frazier began importing them style," she said.
Devillic said they even come
Paducah, said she has been thought they were getting," she in 1967.
Johnson said a pair of in what we would call a dress
wearing Birkenstocks for 14 said.
years. "Up until recently only
The " diehards," however, Birk e nstocks will cost sandal.

Alpha Gam wins
Watermelon Bust
we will have raised $1.200," he
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity said.
Alpha Gamma Delta was the
wrapped up its 19th annual
Watermelon Bust Sept. 20, overall winner of the sorority
with a competition between the competition. Watermelon Bust
Queen went to Stephanie
sororities on Cutchen Field.
Ray Stiff, Watermelon Bust Richardson of Alpha Gamma
chairman, said the fraternity Delta.
Alpha Omicron Pi won the
raises money for the Christian
spirit
awar d and Alpha Sigma
Children's Fund by selling TAlpha
received the participa·
shirts. The money will help protion
award.
vide needy children with
Watermelon Bust began Sept.
clothing, food and housing.
17 with Spirit Night, when all
Each T-shirt and cup com- the sororities decorated the
bination were sold for $12 each. Lambda Chi H ou se with
"After we sell all the T-shirts posters.
Staff Report

AROuND CAMPUS
Doors' ex-manager to lecture
Danny Sugerman, former manager of the music group The
Doors, will lecture at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 3 in the Curris Center
ballroom. There is no admission fee.
The movie The Doors is also scheduled to show Oct. 2 in the
Curris Center theater at 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission is
$1 for matinee, $1.50 for students with an ID and $2.50 for
others for the evening show.

ABC workshop scheduled
An Adults Belong in College (ABC) Back to School
workshop is set for 6 to 9 p.m. Oct. 3 in the Barkley Room of
the Curris Center. Information for adults interested in begin·
ning or returning to college will be provided. Reservations
, should be made before Oct. 2 by calling 762-4159, or
1-800-669-7654 from outside Calloway County.
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Fall blows in coat fashions

Junk mail fills
student boxes

1
I

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

As cold weather rapidly ap·
proaches. thoughts are turning
to winter coats.
Delaine Cook, senior mer·
• chandise manager at JC Pen·
ney, said the store sells dif
ferent types of jackets year·
round, but it started displaying
winter coats in early August.
"Things have picked up since
the weather got colder," Cook
said. / 'We sell wool coats, full·
length coats, leather bomber
jackets, swing coats and oth:ers.
"Short coats are in rtght
now " she said, "because we're
not in colder weather yet.
Gina Reed, ladies-department
manager for Corn·Austin, said
so far they have sold a lot of
capes and silk jackets.
"Trapeze styles are in now,
but that is a fad," Reed said.
"We also have blanket coats,
which are wonderful."
Reed said their coats range in
price from $100 to $300, with
cape styles being the least ex·
pensive and leather Jackets be·
ing the most expensive.
Jane Barnett, manager of
Maurices, said Maurices carries
mostly leather jackets in both
long and short styles.
"We have sold a lot of leather
jackets," Barnett sai~. ''We
have brown bomber Jacket;:;,
and black, brown and navy

.

..

leather jackets. We also had
green at one time. We also sell
novelty jackets with football.
baseball motifs."
Eva Filbeck, a freshman from
Benton, said when she buys a
coat she first looks at the styles.
"I think leather jackets wiJJ
be popular this year," Filbeck
said. ''I like the long, western·
style leather coats.''
Ruby Sneed, a senior from St.
Charles, agreed that leather
jackets are in this yea1·.
"I think the bomber jackets
are going to be a big hit this
year," Sneed said. "I know they
were last year, and I think
they're going to be a hit again
this year."
Barnett said the basic leather
jacket would cost a1·ound $119
and go up to $260. The long
leather jackets are the most
expensive.
"I like traditional·looking but
fash10na ble coats,'' said
Danette Humphrey, a junior
from Paducah. "I have a long
blue jean coat, and I think those
are coming back. and I also
have a long black dress coat."
Humphrey said she thought
the bright·colored ski jackets
are going to be popular this
year, but she prefers a longer,
dressier coat in a dark color.
"The swing coat by far is gomg to be the item of this year,"
Cook said. "If you look in any

By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus life Editor

Photo by SHAWN

A student is expecting an
important letter. After a
long wait, the desk clerk has
finally put the mail up.
Peering through the win·
dow, the student realizes he
has mail. He fumbles with
the combination and anx·
iously pulls out the letters.
He shifts through the mail
only to find advertisements
and samples.
Does that sound familiar?
If it does, you are one of
millions of people who
receive bulk mail or, as it is
commonly called, junk mail.
Jerry Fulton, supervisor of
delivery at the Murray Post
Office, said bulk mail is
classified as third class,
which is a cheaper rate post
offices offer to companies
that mail in large quantities.
The mail is broken down by
zip codes, states or some
other form.
People receive bulk mail
because it is a good way for
companies to advertise pro·
ducts, Fulton said.
"Companies fmd it a good
way to get the highest
percentage of coverage," he
said.
There are many different
ways advertisers can get
names of potential
customers. Fulton said com·
panies sometimes use com·
puters, magazine mailing
lists or Internal Revenue
Service tax returns if they
are looking for a certain in ·
come level.
Although bulk mail can be
annoying, Fult.on said, it has
some advantages.
"It makes you aware of
bargains and sales," he said.
"It is a way of contacting a
large number of people. It in·
forms us to what is going
on."
Bulk mail has one big
disadvantage. It is not
forwardable.

L ......~ .........

As cold weather approaches, more stores are beginning to
display winter coats. Shorter styles such as ski jackets and
bomber jackets are popular this year.
woman's magazine it is going to
be there."
Valerie Ernstberger, a senior
from Paducah, said she likes
denim coats and thinks the
Australian outback coats are
becoming popular.
Ernstberger said she buys a
new coat every year and always
goes for the latest styles.

"I like it to be comfortable,
and I want to be sure it will
keep me warm," Ernstberger
said. "I end up going for the
popular styles."
Sneed said she does not look
for a new coat every year, but
when she does she wants
something that's going to last
more than one winter.

Sororities celebrate anniversaries
By SHERRY DICKINSON
• Staff Writer

For most people, the word anniver::;ary
brings images of hearts, roses and a roman.. tic candlelight dinner. But that's just one
~.of the more popular and more frequent im·
t!' ages of an anniversary. For two sororities
~ on campus, an anniversary is a time to
t• reminisce.
Alpha Gamma Delta and Alpha Omicron
Pi are celebrating their anniversaries during the next few weeks.
This year will mark Alpha Omicron Pi's
30th year on the Murray State University
campus. .Tammar~ Obrecht, chairwoman
for the anniversary committee. tJaid
members will be celebrating after MSU's

COUPON

~I~

Homecoming parade Oct. 12.
"We will be holding the reunion in the
Curris Center Ballroom," Obrecht said.
She said a member from the National Ex·
ecutive Board of Alpha Omic1·on Pi will be
on hand to speak at the reunion.
"We're expecting 200 to 250 alumnae,"
Obl'echt said. "l look forwaxd to meeting
all the alumnae. especially those who
pledged when the sorority was founded in
1961.
"We have a strong alumnae group, but
we hope more alumnae will see what we're
doing and want to get involved," she said.
Alpha Gamma Delta is also anticipating
a lm·ge number of alumnae at its reunion.
One of the soronty's advisers, Jeanie

COUPON

Morgan, said the 25th anniversary reunion
will be Oct. 11 in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
•·we hope to see 300 to 400 alumnae
there," Morgan said.
Alpha Gamma Delta's fmancial adviser,
Shirley Martin, said the sorority hasn't
changed much over the years.
"When I pledged we had to go the Hut, a
coffee house on the corner of 14th and Olive
streets, and sign in each day," Morgan
said.
She said the fun of the reunion will not
come from the decorations, music or the
food but from the people.
"The more people we have the more fun
it will be," Martin said.

COUPON

Sunset Boulevard M usic
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$2 Off Any Compact Disc
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"If a pcr:3<m ha~ a change
of address, it is thrown. The
mailers know that. That's
why we offer a cheaper
rate,'' Fulton said.
''The postal service is
prepared to sell Oists of
names) to mailers so they
can get mail properly ad·
dressed," he said.
Some Murray State
University students believe
bulk mail is a nuisance.
Annette Presley, a junior
social work major from
Fayetteville, Tenn., said
weird things she gets in the
mail include denture clean·
ing samples and adver·
tisements, encyclopedia
order forms and Weekly
Reader for children
advertisments.
"I don't even have any
kids, and I don't have false
teeth," she said.
"Since school f!tarted, they
send more here because 1 got
my address changed," she
said. "I don't know why they
waste time sendiug it to peo·
ple. I. give it to mluiece to
stuff m bel' purst:.
The most interesting p1ece
of bulk mail she ever got,
Presley said, was a lingerie
catalog.
"I was too young to order
anything out of it," she said.
Renee Johnson, a
sophomore psychology major
from Louisville. said the
weirdest items she ever got
in the mail were men's shav·
ing cream and hearing aid
advertisements.
"It makes me mad because
I expect real mail,'' she said.
Johnson said l:ihe ha!:i a
solution to the bulk mail
problem.
"I think they ~hould send a
poll to see how people feel
about junk mail," she said.
"I think they would really be
surprised at the number of
people whl) hatt:: junk mail."

PTJ.:fni

or Two for
$12.991!

Contact the placement office to schedule
an interview with this growing, regional
firm--one of the 12 largest in the U.S.,
with offices in seven states.

s. 12th
753 -9844
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

October events set
October brings a variety of
entertainment to Murray State
University faculty, staff. and
students.
"Th~ Fantasticks," a joint

musical production of the
department of music and the
department ot speech com·
munication and theatre, will
run Oct. 4-5 and 10.12 in the
Robert E. Johnson Theater of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. •
Admission ·is $5 for adults, $4
for students and senior citizens,
$2 per person for groups of 10 or
more and by season ticket.

is

"The Passion of Dracula"
scheduled for 0 -:t . 81 and Nov.
1-2 and 7-9 in Johnson Theater.
The admission prices are the
same as for "The Fantasticks".

The department of music will
feature the Festival of Champions Marching Band Concert
Oct. 5 at Stewart Stadium.
Outstanding bands from the tristate region will perform
routines for a panel of judges.
Preliminaries will begin at 10
a .m. and the finals at 7 p.m. Admission for all day is $6 for
adults and $4 for children; for
rmals only. admission is $4 for
adults and $2 for children.

Other musical attractions include the Quad State String
Festival concert Oct. 20, the Orchestra Concert Oct. 22 and the
Senior Recital Oct. 29.
Th e Murray Civic Music
Association will present
"Dukes of Dixieland" at 8 p.m.
Oct. 17 in Lovett Auditorium.
This group was founded in 1949
and is from the French Quarter.
The audience can expect to hear
New Orlea.n s jazz, Dixielimd
and pop music.
Admission is $20 at the door
or by subscription. MSU
students get in free with student identification.
The art department will present an art exhibit Oct. 23
through Dec. 11. Displayed in
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center will be
tapestries by Spanish artist
Luis Garrido. Admission is free.
Three Cin.ema International
fll.ms are planned for October.
lkurua portrait of life in
Japan in the 1950s, will run
Oct. 3-4. Directed by Akira
Kurosawa, it has been praised
as Kurosawa's most successful
rilin in America during the first
decade of his career. The film is
centered around a public servant's discovery that he is dying from cancer and his attempt

to overcome a meaningless
existence.
Witness for the Prosecution, is
a 1957 American film schedul·ed for Oct. 17-18. Directed by
Billy Wilder, with Marlene
,Dietrich, Charles Laughton
and Tyrone Power, the movie is
about a sensational London
murder trial.
Nosferatu the Vampire, a
1979 German Count Dracula
film, is a romantic vampire
film. Scheduled for Oct. 31 and
Nov. 1, it combines Bram
Stoker's Count Dracula with
director Werner Herzog's Klaus
Linski for the right mixture of
horror.
If they get the urge to travel a
bit, Murray State students can
see what happens when a heavy
metal band teams up with a rap
group Oct. 7.
Anthrax and Public Enemy
will appear in concert at 7:30
p.m . at Southern Illinois
University Arena with special
guests Primus and Young
Black Teenagers.
Anthrax and Public Enemy
will perform a duet titled "Bring the Noise."
Tickets are $16 reserved and
are on sale at all SIU Arena
outlets.

JON

By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

When Mary and Everett
Hall talked about their
daughter's childhood experiences, someone listened.
Dr. Francis Smith, a 1963
graduate of Murray State
University, has written a
children's book about Martha Layne Collins, former
governor of Kentucky, based
primarily on stories told by
her parents, the Halls.
"I felt that there was a
book that needed to be written and I was surprised there
hadn't been," Smith said. "If
a book wasn't written, I felt
we would lose something - a
part of our history."
Smith originally approached Collins with the idea of
writing a book about education. After talking to Collins'
parents, she changed her
mind.
"Even as a child, her absolutely pure dedication to
be helpful to other people
seemed to be a drive to Martha Layne," she said. "One
of the reasons I wanted to do
the book was because the
drive was there as a child
and, as a psychologist, I was
intrigued."
I

One chapter of the book
was written about Collins'
attempt to get through a
fence to feed the chickens
that she thought were
hungry.

FUTRELL

Staff Wt1ter

Freddy
goes out
in style

"'rhis chapter is an example of the leadership

_qualities Collins had as a
child. At the end of each
story, I tried to give a little
lesson about why being a
leader is important," Smith
said.
The Little Girl Who Grew
Up to be Governor was completed in November 1990
and field tested in March
1991.
"I wanted to see how the
book held up outside of Ken·
tucky," she said. "I sent it to
a second-grade class in
California to see how the city
kids related to it."
The book proved to be a
success because the city kids
were enamored with farm
life, Smith said . The
teachers told her that in
order for the book to compete
with adventure stories, she
needed to paint. vivid pictures of farm life, which she
did.
Smith said that the book
was much easier to write
than her dissertation, which
felt like a book. Prior to the
book on Collins, she
authored a screening test
designed to prevent learning
problems in kindergarten
children.
When she wrote the book
about Collins, she wanted it
to be an authorized work.
"It was an honest attempt
on my part," Smith said.
"When I went to Collins
with the idea, she was a lit·
tie skeptical about what I
could do with the children's
stories. But her motto is
never say never."

WKMS fund-raiser
seeks 850 'friends'

.

Usually ·when a· studio proclaims that' a certain sequel is
the last in a suocesful film
series,·it is all too easy to doubt.
After all, if a film makes tons of
money, the filmmakers will
surely try to make even more
cash with a " further
adventure."
The possibility exists,
however, that New Line
Cinema and Paramount Pictures might be serious in saying that the next Nightmare on
Elm Street and Star Trek films
will be the finales for those
series.
Each is sixth in a series
following a disappointing rlfth
part from the summer of 1989.
Most interesting of all, both are
being re l eased on that
unluckiest day of all, Friday
the 18th. Star Trek VI: Tlu Undiscovered Country will arrive
Friday, Dec. 18, and Freddy's
DeOfl: The Final Nightmare
premiered Friday, Sept. 18th.
Yes, Robert Englund is back
as Freddy Krueger. }Vith
sweater and razor claw intact,
he is searching for Spr·
ingwood's last child and his
own offspring. Most of all, he
wants to find new kids to kill in
their dreams.
Along the way, he runs into a
psychologist (Lisa Zane) and a
dream expert (Yaphet Kotto of
Alien) helping juvenile delinquents, who are prime Freddy
tar~.
..
.. ~
' Wliat'· is 'the plot? ~Get real.
The only thing a plot has ever
been uaed for in the Elm Street
series is to get to the
nightmares, the murders and
Freddy's puna: As in the past
films, each character has a particular habit or trait that is
reflected in the nightmare in
which he dies.
The best sequence is the final
"Freddyvisionu nightmare. The
8-D g lasses available at
theaters are needed for a
re_asonably clear picture. They,
wlll not be needed until Zane
puts her glasses on for the final
battle.
Even the curious who think
Elm Street is in their
hometown will find something
to like abou t The Final
Nightmare. For Freddy fans, it
is a good ride that ends a good
eextet of horror fi11111.

·Collins subject
of alum's book

Staff Report

Photo by JOHN BERNING

DEVIL AS A WOMAN
This shoebox sculpture by Almas VlaGirda, Ia among 70
sculptures on display at Eagle Gallery as part of the fourth
International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition.

STEVENo:R1LE'f'S ROBIN

A local radio station is searching for a few more friends.
As part of the WK.MS Fall
Friendship Festival, volunteers
and staff at WKMS mailed
1,700 pledge forms.
Kate Lochte, promotion and
development director for
WKMS-FM, the public radio
station at Murray State
University, said that this fundraiser is designed to gather
money for operating the station
by getting listener pledges and
contributions from underwriting businesses.
The pledge campaign for callin contributions began at 8 a.m.
Sept. 21.
With reaching a goal of 850
friends in mind, WK.MS stu·
dent volunteers and staffers
answered calls from all over
Western Kentucky, northwest
Tennessee, southeast Missouri,
southern Dlinois and Indiana.
"I would like to thank Phi Mu
Alpha fraternity for volunteering to answer phones all
weekend," Lochte said. "Right
now, we have 654 friends."
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CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD

Those listening during the
festival have also heard music
from the Almost Brothers and
the Todd Hill Quartet.
With the funding, WK.MS
will continue to provide such
programs as in-depth news and
commentary, classical jazz, folk
and bluegrass and rhythm and
blues music.
Lochte is pleased with the
response so far.
..
Lochte said that every new
friend who calls in and makes a
pledge will receive a free pass
to the N a tiona) Scouting
MnAAnm.

"We are very grateful to people who have pledged in this
community and those from contributing businesses. We are
especially grateful to all our
friends,'' she said.
"We are also offering various
prizes to be given away in a
drawing. Anyone who calls in
and gives their name and
hometown and says they support WKMS will be in consideration for the drawing,"
Lochte said.

HAT'S HOT
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Top •IN this week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. " TheTerm l nator"
(Hemdale)
•
3. "Teenage Mutant ,.....
Turtles II: The Secret of the
Ooze" (RCA- Columbia)
4. "Robin Hood" (Disney)
5. "Jungle Book" (Disney)

!

1;
•
;
I!

•

I!!
1
I

Top video remals thla week: 1!
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
1
2. "Dancea With Wolva" t
(Orion)
3. "Awakenlngl" (RCA- Columbia)
4. ''Sleeping With The e,.. I•
emy" (Fox)
5. "New Jack City" (Warner)

MUSIC
Top Sing...:
1. "I Adore II Amor." Color
Me Badd (Giant)
2. "Good Vlbratlonl" Marky
Mark & The Funky Bunch,
Loleatta Holloway (lnterscope)
3. "Motownphlfly" Boyz II I•
Men (Motown)
4. " Emotlona" Mariah carey
(Columbia)
II
I

. I

~:~~·. Lifetime" Are- :
6. "Thlnge That Make You
GoHmmm "C&CMuaicFactory~ :~

featuring F. Williams (Columbia)\; 1
--Gold (More than 500,000unb~ 11
sold.)
' II
7. "Time, Love, and Tender·
nese" Michael Bolton (Columbia)
8. " DoAnytttlng" NaturaiSelection (Eastwest)
,
9. "Something to Talk About"
Bonnie Raitt (Capitol)
-10. "Shiny Hllppy People"
A.E.M. (Warner Bros.)
Top LP'e:

1.

"Ropln' the Wind" Garth

~ea::~Metallica (Eiec-~ f,j
tra)

3. "Unforgettable" Natalie
Cole (Electra)-- Platinum (More
than 1 million units sold.)
•
4. " C.M.B." Color Me Badd :
(Giant)
5. •• Luck of the Dnlw" Bonnie Raitt (capitol)-- Platinum
.6. " Cooleyhl ghharmony"
Boyz II Men (Motown)--Platinum
7. "Gonna Make You Swaat"
C&C Music Factory (Columbia)- Platinum
8.
"Time,
Love, and
Tendeme.." Michael Bolton
(Columbia)- Platinum
9. "Out of nme" R.E.M.
(Warner Bros.)-Piatinum •
10. "Roll the Bones" Rush
(Atlantic)
Top country elngln:
1. "WhentAie YouNow"Cint
Black (MCA)
2. "Leep of Feith"

Uonet,

Cartwright (MCA)
::
3. " Your Love 11 a Miracle",

Mark Chestnut (MCA)
4. "I Thought It Wae You";1
Doug Stone (Epic)
,
5. "Rodeo" Garth Brooks
(capitol)

6. Mirror Mirror"

Diamond

Rio (Arista)
7. "Brand New Man" Brooks
& Dunn (Arista)
8 . "The Walk" Sawyer Brown
(Curb- Capitol)
9. "Ball And Chain" Paul
Overstreet (RCA)
10. "Since I Don't Have You"
Ronnie Milsap (RCA)
Top R&B elnglel:
1. " I Adore Ml Amore" Color
Me Badd (Giant)
2. " Running Back to You"
Vanessa Williams (Wing)
3. " Never Stop" The Brand

New Heavies (Delicious VInyl)
4. "Don't Wanna Change
the World" Phyllis Hyman
(Philadelphia International)
5. "Why can't You Come
Home" Ex-Girtfriend (Reprise)
Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN
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SPORTS
Racers to battle Blue Raiders

I

By JOHN WRIGHT_ _ __

I

1 Saturday night will mark
1 what is easily the biggest game

f so far for the Racers. They will

travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn. ,

lock horns with Ohio Valley
I! toConference
superpower Middle

Tennessee.
The Blue Raiders, ranked
16th in the nation in Division IAA, are coming off an emotiondraining 17-7 loss to the other
OVC supet-power,, Eastern Kentucky, at Richmond last week.
Racer head coa ch Mike
Mahoney said that the Middle
Tennessee game is traditionally an intense physical battle for
the Racers. He said that he does
not believe that will change
this year.
"I have never been in a
Murray-Middle game where
somebody didn't have to get
carted off after taking a hard
hit," Mahoney said. "Middle is
the best team that we will have
faced so' far.
1 "We've had some great games
with them in the past ," he said.
; "1 think we'll play well; we've
: got to make some breaks
though. "
· The Raiders feature one of the
premier .running backs in the
country in Joe Campbell, a
5-foot-l.O·ioch 175-pound senior.

I

The Racers will not have
history on theil· side in this
game. MTSU leads the series
Campbell was last season's with Murray State 31-27 with
OVC Offensive Player of the three ties and has won eight of
Year and was named this year the last 10 meetings.
to numerous preseason AllNone of these fa-ctors bothet·
America teams. He comes into Racer quarterback Tremain
Saturday's game having gained Lewis.
197 yards while scoring two
"We just have to go in there
touchdowns in two games.
and play as hard as we can. We
Middle also has the 12th-best can't look at all of those
defensive unit in Division negatives," Lewis said. "This is
1-AA, allowing 11.5 points and a different team. It's a whole
269 yards a game.
new year, and things can
If there is the slightest change very quickly."
Lewis is going to Murweak n ess with MTSU,
however, it is at the quarter- freesboro on a high note aftet·
back spot. The Raiders have connecting on eight of 13 passes
turned over the controls to for 110 yards and three
freshman Kelly Holcomb, touchdowns in the Racers' first
6-foot-2 , 165 pounds. So far, victory of the season, a 28-27
though, Holcomb h as completed win over a good Eastern lllinoiR
22 of 37 passes for 235 yards squad.
However, this game will be
and one touchdown with one
remembered for freshman runinterception.
Mahoney also said that he is ning back Waynee McGowan'R
worried that some of his sterling 5-yard touchdown run
younger players may not late in the fourth quarter ,
understand just how intense which gave the Racers a 28-21
lead.
the OVC can be.
"We met with the seniors on
" I didn't thi nk Trema in
Sunday and had a discussion (Lewis) would ever pitch it,"
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
about it, so I think they'll be McGowan said. "The offensive
able to get the point across to line held the backside, and I Racer defensive linemen Matt Horsey, 78, .and Chaz
our young players," he said. just cut back and got into t he Carpenter, 71, try to rest for their next series during Murray
State's 28-27 victory over Eastern Illinois last Saturday night.
"It's like a second season for end zone. "
us."

FOOTBAll

Assistant Sports Editor

Rifle team looks for
another fine season
By DARYL TABOR
Reporter

Photo by DON MCCUISTON
I Doty, a senior from Hooperston, Ill., and Stacy Geralds, a sophomore from Lenzburg Ill. d ive
keep the ball alive Tuesday night against UT-Martln In the North Gym. The Lady Rac~rs iost 3
aan11es to 2.

'" ady Racers lose tough
friatch against rival UTM
By GREG ALLEN

" We're keeping
a positive attitude and we
hope to come
out with a win"

Reporter

After losing a heartbreaker
Tuesday to the University of
Tennessee at Martin, the Racer
f olleyball team jumps into the
Ohio Valley Conference with
'oth feet tonight and Saturday.
I The Racers enter tonight's 7
Oscar Segovia
.m. contest against Middle
Volleyball coach
ennessee State with a 3-8
ecord and will play without
'·nee Bailey, a junior from
1,1llerton, Calif., who turned
done. She is very tough mentaler ankle in Tuesday's loss.
Bailey came down on team- ly and physically."
The Racers have a 14-7 series
ate Roseanne Brown's ankle
d will be out for approximate- advantage against MTSU and
have lost only one game to the
two weeks.
Racer coach Oscar Segovia Lady Raiders since Segovia
·n put Beth Bair, a junior came to Murray in 1987.
om Belleville, Dl. , into the
Despite Tuesday ' s l oss,
neup to replace Bailey.
Segovia is very optimistic about
"We're counting on Beth to tonight's match.
Step in and play Renee's posi"We're keeping a positive attion," Segovia said. " I'm titude and we hope to come out
positive she will get the job with a win," Segovia said.

E
I

"We're learnmg to play with
pressure."
Saturday the Racers host
Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m. in the
North Gym of the Can Health
Building.
The Golden Eaglettes hold a
7-10 series advantage, but the
Racers have won five out of the
last six matches.
Segovia said that the home
loss Tuesday ma y ha ve
motivated the team for the
OVC home opener.
"It may have been something
that we needed," Segovia said.
:'It's always tough to lose at
home.
"It may be something we
need to have going into the conference," he said. "It is getting
t he girls mentally and physically ready for the OVC."
The Racers are 1-0 in the conference so far and will travel to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Tuesday
for their first real conference
test.

Racer of the Week
After netting over half of Murray
State's total offense in Saturday's victoryoverEastem Illinois, Tremain Lewis
was named Racer of the Week.
The 6-foot 190-pound junior from
Orange, Texas, completed eight of 13
passes for 11 0 yards and three touchdowns and rushed for 75 yards on 17
carries.
Lewis led his high school team to
three consecutive Texas Class 4A
championship games. He was a USA
Today Player of the Week as a junior
and was named to the Texas Super 22
as a senior.
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Murray State's rifle team
is hoping for yet another successful season in NCAA compet it ion afte1· finishing in
the nation's top five last
year.
Coach Elvis Green and
te am me m bers are op t imistic about the upcoming
season. F ive of this year's
ten shooters are r eturning
from last season.
"I feel we have a young
t eam this year, and we
should place in th e top six or
se~·en in th ~ation,'' Green
s a1d.
I
Juniors Karen Harbaugh
a nd Lance Goldhahn will
travel to Chino, Calif., in October for t he U .S. National
'l'enm tryoutR to vie for spots
as finalists for the Olympic
team tryout8.
"I'm looking forward to
this last chance to make the
national learn," Goldhahn
said. ''I've been shooting
really well, and I'm confident I can do it."
"I'm proud to represent
Munay Slate," Harbaugh
said, "and I have a positive
attitude. It's exciting to be
able to participate in the
event."
Sophomore Beth Herzman
joins the U.S. National Team
t raining seRsion in Colorado
Springs during November .
The remai ning MSU team
memb e r s in c lu de
sophomore:-: Angie Johnson ,
J ohn Klin e a nd K ate
Kelemt:n llnd freshmen Benj ie Belden, Angie Ames, An·
thony Trimboli and Diana
Muth.
Green took over the team's
reigns in 1981, and he has

~--IL\
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Twilight softball
Alpha Gamma Rho has been a non-factor In
the race for the Interfraternity Council overall
crown the past few years. That may change
this year.
The AGRs showed how much they have i mproved by winning the twilight softball tournament last weekend. They stunned independent
power Upper Deck to win the tourney.
No~ they look to challenge defending IFC
champ1on Alpha Tau Omega for the title.
Story on page 14

coachedl t-to two of the four
NCAA championships MSU
has claimed since beginning
its program in 1957.
The season lasts from the
fi rst match in lat e
September until lhe NCAA
championship Mar ch 5-7,
which is to be held here at
Stewart Stadium.
A match consists of 120
shots in three different position s (40 eac h ) while
shooting a .22-caliber small bore rifle and forty shots
from an air rifle in the standing position.
Green explained that r ifl ing has a certai n integrity
and honesty that is very
strong among true r iflemen,
and cheating rarely occurs.
Do not be fooled into thinking that shooting the rifle is
an easy task . The matches
themselves can last up to six
hours. Practices at·e held
Tu es day s thr o ugh
Thursdays and last about
three hours in the not-so·
pleasant unair-conditioned
ran ge i nside Stewart
Stadium.
This season's schedule will
consist of 11 to 12 competit ions. By season's end, MSU
will have dueled eight or
nine of the country's top
teams, such as the University of Alaska, Tennessee
Tech, West Virginia and
Ohio State.
The Racers wi11 host the
University of Tennessee at
Mat-tin along with Middle
Tennessee State t o begin the
new season Saturday. The
competition will begin at 8
a.m. in Stewart Stadium and
is open to the public.

ave move
is not such
a great idea
David slew Goliath , but he
didn't fight him for n Sunday
afternoon spot on national
television.
Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Ken tucky, UCLA, Southern Cui
and the rest. ofthe giants of the
Nationa l Collegiate Athlet1c
Association all resid(' in Lhe lofty ~ perches of t.he publicized
privileged few.
The top programs assumed
perennial :;tardom not by being
the most televised, bf'ing the
best housed or receiving the
most press; they got to the top
by being the best.
This week's decision bv the
Ohio Valley Conference. and
commissioner Dan Beebe t o
move t he OVC baskt>tball tournament t o Lexington's Rupp
Arena was designed to get the
OVC more exposure on ESP:'Il
for a Sunday aftemoon telecast
in a big build ing.
Sound:; great. doesn't it? Murray State versus Eastern Kentucky or Middle Tennessee or
any of the other contendet-.-: for
the OVC tournament crown
befor e 21,000 screaming fans in
the most famed building of the
game!
The only problem is that
there will be about 18.000
fewer fans, and the l wo bt:st
teams probahly will not meet m
the finals.
The OVC tour nament had
been set up so that the best
team in the regular ~eason
received home·court advantage
and the bep\ chanc~ j9 rqFeive
the conference's automatiC bid
into the NCAA Tournament.
In a power conference like lhe
Big East or the Southeast Con
ference, the post-season conference tournament is great
because it gives a lowerdivision team the chance to
recieve a n NCAA bid without
jeopardizing the nationnl cham
pionsh ip ambitions of the <·onference's be8t teams. If u lowCl
division team in the OVC wins
the post-season tournumcnt,
they will go to the big dunce
and play hard and gel pounded
by their more talented, big-time
If the OVC's member Echools
receive a reasonable amount uf
expos ure, attain some success
and allow a campus to have n
blast for one week out of the
year, does t he system need to be
changed?
The OVC wi ll ga in exposure
by beating top·notch opponents.
Not too many people in New
York care if Tennessee State
beats Southeastern Missouri in
the OVC fina ls, but if MUJ-rav
or MTSU come out of nowher~
to upset Kent ucky or Syracu!'e,
everyone who knows what a
basketball looks like will know.
!Jle only way t his will happen
ts for the OVC to send its best
team, and t he neutral site is not
going to help accomplish that.
The OVC has an identity.
Maybe it'!; not the smne as the
SEC or the Big Ten, but most
basketball fnns know where
they can fi nd Popeye, l'vlun-ay
and Austin Peay . .Midnight on
ESPN with 6,000 screaming
students in a building that
holds 5,000 is more fun than
prime time in the largest empty
gym in America.

lntramurals' best

Greenhorns no more

Kelly Shaffer and Stacy Hastie have
been named Campus Recreation's Female and Male Athletes of the Week.
Intramural Athletes of the Week are
determined by the campus recreation
staff each Monday and are based on
the athletes' attitude and sportsmanship displayed during competition.
Shaffer, a junior from Paducah, has
helped the AMI softball team to first
place in the sorority league. And Hastie,
a graduate student from Cave-InRock, IlL, led the Af'Ps to a victory in
the sixth annual twilight softball tournament.

Two members of the Murray State
football team have been named OVC
Players of the week, making this the
third consecutive week the Racers have
been honored.
Tomas Cobb, a freshman from White
Plains, N.Y., returned two kickoffs for
71 yards against EIU Saturday and
was named Specialist of the Week.
In his first start of the season, Wayne
McGowan, a freshman tailback from
Princeton, received rookie honors by
scoring the winning touchdown against
EIU. He ended the night with 75 allpurpose yards.
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FACTORY
DISCOUNT
SHOES
Ladies' Tretorn

$23.95

Ladies' Keds $19.95 to $38.95

By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

Last week's twilight softball
tournament could have a big effect on the outcome of the Interfraternity Council championship, and in the process it could
stop the potential dynasty of
Alpha Tau Omega.
Alpha Gamma Rho, along
with one member each from
fellow IFC member Sigma Chi
and an independent team, won
the twilight title by stunning
independent power Upper Deck
twice.
AGR's Stacy Hastie, a pitcher, said that last weekend's
Photo by TRENT REDMOND
victory is a sign that the AGRs
are mounting a serious
challenge to the IFC's big four: Sigma Phi Epsilon softball members Jeff Horn, Chris Manning, Gary Bloyd and Chad Numney plot
Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi strategy at last weekend' s twilight tournament.
Alpha, Sigma Chi and Pi Kappa Alpha.
tournament.
performance, but I thought we
"I think that this year we
"Anytime we get into the should have won it."
finals we're expected to win,"
could bump one of those four
Hastie said that he thinks the
out," Hastie said. "We're not . 560 and . 600 for the Vernon said. "We had guys sw·
inging at pitches that they IFC softball crown is still up for
real strong in football, but we'll tournament.
"Anytime you have that kind shouldn't have been swinging grabs, with the AGRs in the
have a real good basketball
team this time. Usually after of average, you are hitting the at, plus the guys aren't real pa· hunt for a possible first-place
softball, we're out of the (IFC) ball," he said. "Everybody on tient hitters anyway, so that tie.
race, but it looks like we're go- the team hit the ball real well." hurt us."
"If we can beat the Chops
Upper Deck's Danny Vernon
ing to be right in it this time. "
"We made the mistakes and (Lambda Chi Alpha), we've got
Hastie said that the key to said that he was unpleasantly they (AGR> took advantage of a chance to finish very well,
the twilight victory was hit- surprised by his team's inabili- it," Vernon said. "I'm not tak- maybe second or possibly in a
ting. The AGRs batted between ty to hit with consistency in the
ing anything away from their tie for first," Hastie said.

INTRODUCING

K - SWISS
Men's Tretorn

$26.95

Men's Keds

$34.95

Men's Eastland

$35.95 .

..

house 753-9419

Contrary to popular belief,
God welcomes. sin!lles, too.

When you come to the Episcopal Cif'urch, you '11 only
come alone once. After that. we consider you
family. Come join us this Sunday in the love and
fellowship of Jesus Christ.
The Eplacopa1 Church

Teams improve times at invitational
By HEATHER KE_
I T_H_ __

CROSS COUNTRY

Reporter

Murray State University's
men's and women's cross country teams finally got a good day
to race.
MSU placed fifth in both the
men's and women's divisions at
the Western Kentucky University Hall of Fame Invitational
last weekend. Both teams competed against Georgia, Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky and
Southeastern Missouri.
The MSU men's team used a
sunny but cool day to make an
overall improvement on the

members' times. Assistant
coach Rich Boyle cited the
weather as one important factor in the race
" It was perfect running
weather," he said. "It makes a
big difference going from running in 95 degrees one day to 70
degrees the next."
Junior Chris Barrigar was
again MSU's top finisher, placing 13th with a time of
26:04.49. Coach Stan Narewski
noted the entire minute of im·
provement Barrigar had made

since last year's WKU meet,
when he finished with a time of
27:04.
Junior Rebecca Mizener was
the top MSU finisher in both
meets. She placed second individually at Slt.T, running
19:02.59, and 14th at WKU at
18:31.69. Senior Heather Huhn
has also run well for the Racers,
finishing both 5,000-meter
courses in 19:24.30 and
18:45.93, respectively.
Filling the third spot for Mur·
ray was Kendra Hedlund, who
ran 19:18.57 at Western.
Women's coach Margaret
Simmons said she has been

pleased with her team's performance, noting their improvement in the WKU meet despite
a more difficult and confusing
course. Simmons hopes her
team will improve furthur at
Austin Peay thia y;~ke~
"I feel lilte our spit O>etween
the first and fifth runners) is
too big," she said. "I've told
them how fast I want them to
get their first mile in."
Both the men's and women's
teams expect good times off the
flat, fast course they will run at
Fort Campbell when they com·
pete Sept. 27th in the Austin
Peay Invitational.

St. John's~ Church

1620WeetMaiD

811D4a,.: Holy Eucharlat 8 and 10:30 a.m.
ChrtatlaD Education 9: 15 a.m.
Weelutaya: EftlliDC Prayer Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday 5:15 p.m.
Holy Euchartat Wednesday 5:15p.m.
Fr. Andre Trevathan. Vicar anct campu.a Mlii.later
Oftlce hours: 'fuesday-Frtday 4 to 5 p.m.

Congratulations
to tfie

'13eta 2lfto P!edge C{ass
Bryce Behnke
David Farthing
Chad Woods
George Johnson
Neil Malone
John Bejster

of

Matt Singer
James Woodyard

SitfmaCFti

JuniEpley
Lance Emery
Brian CarroU
Eric Hester
Monte Gibson

Greg Bennett
Mike Breidenback

We Love 9"ou,

Sigma Clii-Sigmas

IWICE
AS NICE
ONE
SUPER .

PRICE

.....

...
....
.,..,,,.. .,....,.. ,...
•
,..
2-1r

2-1r

tt.OO
1&70
14M

f&AO
t&M

7. .

1 Tlh' I

aT•''' ••
aT.,,,_

te.to

tO.
U.'la

~

17. .
1L10
fUI
1.70

ua

1'-W.tla

-TJppiRI

...
...... ...

2-14.

1ra14•

,.. ,, ,.
.....
..... , ,,

.

14M
1. . .

1e.AO

faA~

&10

1.40

I=='j.~~::::X::=::::::.===-=--=-1
The Sisters of !ll{pfia (jamma 'De{ta

Bread sticks 1.90
Cheese Sticks 3.40
Drinks 12 oz. can .&Ot
Coke* Sprlte*Diet Coke
Extras .30e (Pepperoni & Garlic Butter)
PrlcttT Include STIH

Congratu{ate

SERVING IIURRAY
Dl..................

Jamia~wton

.9lndi Moore
rriffany JerreCs
~{{i rrarver
Theresa 1{p,mage

FREE

Delivery
r-------------. During Buslnes~-- ---------..,
2 -14" PIZZAS
Hours
t-t6"EXTRAJ.ARGE
1 TOPPING

11 a.m. • 12:30 Lm.
lion. - Thura.
11 a.m. - 1:so a.m.
FrL a sat.
Noon • 11 :30 p.m.
Sunday

L---

2TOPPINGS

Adlltlonlll Topping~ '1.25 MCtl
Not V.ad Wllh lvry 011« Coupon

AdcllloMI Topfllnge • .85 -=tl
Not Vliet Wllllvry Olhef Coupon

1 .

c.m.r

753·6666

tlieir new{y initiated members
9iope 9(Jnney
.9lmy tBugg
.9Lnna WatKins
Ylmanda Waf{
tBe{inda 'Buclianan

TTX

_______..J

L-----------.J
J

..

u.
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SCOREBOARD
Racer Flnlabara
Rebecca~

...... Ham
Kendra Hedklnd
LeSenna Powell

14th
18th
28th
35th

RACER SPORTS WED
,,.
• ......,.
..............
=.:,;..
Football

18:31 .88
18:45.03
18:18.57

20:08.21

17 , . . . . ,

IFORT

Mondlr

~ 2

T--., 1

10

Thvraday

a

;

~·

;. . ,. .tr.·· ,

TFN:'\IS

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

~

Volleyball
Murray State
8
Unlv. of louisville 3
Sing lea

Overall
(2-1 )
(1-1)
(2-1 )
(1·2)
(0-3)
(0-3)
(0-4)
(0-4)

Eastern Kentucky
2-0
1-1
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
0-0
0·0
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
0-0
Morehead State
0-1*
Southeast Mo. St.
0-1
Tennessee State
0-2*
• Tennessee State's game vs. Jackson State and Morehead State's
game vs. Weetem Kentucky were designated Conference games.

IISU

'7

14

EIU

•7

7

0
7

Murray State
8
Evansville
3
Sing lea
1. Donovan d. DeMorrow

CHOSS

•

< ( )(

1. Eastern Kentudcy
2. Weatem Kentuc::tty
3. Unlv. of Kentuc:ky
4. Unlv. of Oecfgla

1. Donovan - Dlderlk d.
RoyiW - tWdln
2. DeMonow. Bla d.

8-1' 8-1

Ram-o• - Allcock

8-3, 8-4

81

Murray State
Indiana State
Sing lea

183

24!05.55

Racer Elnlsbora

e. Southeast Mlaeourt

INDIVIDUAL LUQIBI
RUSHING· Murray State, Lewis
82, McGowan 84, Cox 41, Sypho
18, Reynolds 15, Loyd 14. EIU,
Jonea 203, Caslll1o 35, Sahm 11 .

1:\TI{.\\Il .H,\I.S

PASSING·
Murray State,
Lewis 8-13-0 110. EIU, 21-27-0

204, Dlrb 0.1-0 0.

r••ult•

••

w.dneeday, Seplembtlr 25.

of

132
221

Yl:J.

Frattrnftx

WQJ 18:56.47

Unatt. 17:01.22

UGa 17:27.31

UOa 17:St.42

Jr.

NL West

W:l.

3. Richmond Boys
4. With 0ul"881vea

1. Beer
2. Makara Mark II
3. Creek's Crvw
4. Frogs From Heft
5.Nadl
6. HeadHul'llfn
7. Unwed Fathlra
8. Nomads

2-1

Recreation-Women
1. Unltad
2. Off the Wall

1-2
1-3
3-1
1-3

3. Laod8hartca
4. KIIUng nme
5. looee Geeee

W:.L

Recreation-Men

Yl:..L

1. Fence Flndera
2. Upper Deck

0-3
3-1
3-1

0.2
1-2
1-2
3-0

1-2
3-1

a-.

2-G
2-G
1-1
1-2

W:.L
3-1
1-3

1. Manted Wllh Chldren
2.~F....
3. Left cA Center
4. J.C. I. the Bop
5. Slt&Spln

2-0
()..1
()..1

2-0
o-2

1.AOJ1
2. 884

4-0

3. AMI

4-0

4. AEA

1-3

Two athletes arrested
Two members of the Racer football team were charged with
theft. for allegedly taking less tha n $100 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart in Murray.
Mathew R. Hall, 19, of Tallahassee, Fla., and Timothy E.
Bland, 21, of Dahlgren, Va., were arrested after they alleged·
ly left. Wal-Mart without paying for videotapes, according to
reports.
They were kept in the Calloway County Jail, police said.

~--~ ~_Win free T-Shirt and pizza

a-.

1-3
3-1
3-1

Yl:..L
0.2
1-1
2..()

0-3
3-0

Fans interested in being part of the Lady Racer Volleyba}] .
team 'Killer Section' will have to attend seven of the remaining 10 home matches.
Papa John's will sponsor a pizza party at the end of the
season for those who take part. Participants will also receive
Racer volleyball/Papa John's Pizza T-Shirts.
Those interested in participating should call Oscar Segovia
at 762-3825.

HELP WANTED

BUSINESS
SERVICES

To the brothers of Sigma Chi •
We love and support you al·

For sale 2 GINn Ann Chllra.
Only $30 each. 759-1000.

ladle8 NIKE hldng boaCa.

*******************
ReeumeTypeaelllngMd Print·

FREE SPRING BREAKTRIPS

WiritliCL JHiiillone to dO In

to ltUdenla or lludn Ofgllni·

atwaya, Sigma Chi - Sigmas

VIvien, Au1umn's Wlnda are
blowing cold. Hu the •ummer
come to an end? If love means
war, I surrender all of rrtf love
to you. Take 1t. Mr. U.

Thanka to the brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha for a great

Scooter, I knew you could dolt.
I had faith In you. You know

Watermelon Buatll Love, the
Slttera of Alpha Gamma Delta.

who.

SIMa C: Happy Birthday! 29
and still looking line. Remember ~ radal8e from
within when that fantasy man

make you forget the person In
your paall11be waiting. Love,

waveeandgrlna.LoveYaiP.S.
of my bird apacel

Due to goat ahortage, wm
accept plga for P.A.GAN.
worship. No rurta aocepted.

-out

$carlett. Frankly my dear I do
~a damn. Love can 1'8$tofe
ythat hu been lost. Honeltly I
can Utf I love you. Pleaae

belleYe me. Rhett
Bryan T.,ln·the last 20yee.rs I
hope thla put one was the

best Happy Blrthdlyl I love
youl Forever, Pldge. P.S. Get
uthpoo!!l
Usa, Ttia KA would love to
heerfrom you. Dan.

1be

Reba. Give me a chance to

leave mea.age.

Jeneen car Speakers e• x 9"
tr1axlal, 140 wab. one yew
old. 8lCCIIIentlhape, Cal Klta1l

c.ll nowl 759-4450. Alk for
Bob.

*******************

782~.

zat1one pomollug our Spit~
EkMk PIK:Ic8gea Good PIIY a
Fun. Cal CMI. 1-801).423..
6284.

tandlon Lldy. Nwtothe area.
Ptlone 753-1378.

Kentucky Lakes Envfrormental
Awarene ss
Network
(I<.LE.AN.) will be holding a
shorellne hlkeOct.191nLB.L
to dean-up the Lakes area.

lrw:IM<tJals, clubs, sororities and
fratemltles, groups are needed.
For more Information contact
Pamela Dawes at 753·7638.
MSU Escort Service, Dept. of
Public Safety offers escort
aervtoe after claf1( 7 days o.
week. Call 762-2.222..

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP
+ CASHI c.ncwt. Jlrnllca,
Bafla~Nsl Sel tl1pt on ~
put and.,.., free trip+~
c:uhl Four Seaont 1-800-

heart.

HOMECOMING

Clltf, l have not seen you In two
weeks. Have lunch with your
sllt8r sometime soon. O.K. 7
Love ya. Michele.

Hwy

N.

FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
IXPERIENCEII Openings

Tlmletton
Hwy464

(follow SigN}

Congrats Cheryl G. and Mark
C. on your engagernert.
139 Whete'a

MISC.

my home. ExperteiiC8d N-

331-3138.

the man In the ahadow of your

2-2

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

HELP WANTED
lng Fal '91 Special. 30 retU·

().4

6. Arll

FOR SALE

"*
and SO sheets oii.Aller·
t.ad Slallonety for only $30.

1-3

5.EEB

FOR SALE

oncel Otiglnal cost $80; will
... for $40. Cal 759--4871,

W::.L

Sorority

PERSONALS

Pertect c:onc1t1on. only worn

eou.

,...u,Oida.

NL Eut
1. Duck Heads
2. Schemln' Demons
3. Longballa
4. Unknowns
5. Hard to Hancle
6. Midnight Strokera
7. Bashera

3-2

tor, Word Petfec:l5.0. Exoellenl
Ccn:aton, PertectforCofmUer
StudenL Dr. Maltt x4258.

.,.nt

Rodeo

2. ~Gamma Rho
3. Lambda Chi Alpha

HeWlett Packard Portable
Co~ MS OOS Ful Size
Sc1Mn, 'TWo 3.5" High Denally
Dlaket11e Drlvet, ExWnal Mori-

I

Aw-r

...........
.........,

PERSONALS
wayaiWe'relooldng fofwald to
an aweeome aemeatert Love

,,

Carl Albert

1. Sigma Chi
4. Sigma PI
5. PI Kappa Alpha
6. Sigma Phi Epsilon

Unatt. 17:30.e.t

I

*Golf

5. Diamond Devils
6. Playin' 4 Second
7. Unchalned
AL West

La ldlberg • McMIInua

Softball

.....

• . . . . . . .lied

2

1. Donoven - Dldertk d .

Top 5 Elnlabera
Brenda Dennehy
Andrea Johnaon
Kalil Butler
c.rAt E1t11s
Joeme Blttcetl

I

Tennis

5

Doubles

Ctw1a Bantger
13th 28:04.55
MSU
EIU
c.i 011.-d
22nd 28:45.86
Flrlt Downa................ 18
as
John Acl<erTnM
23rd 28:48.1 8
Ruahee/Yards ........471227 481187
James Leaewe
311t 27:32.58
Paaalng. ........... ...... 11 o
204
Comp/Attllnt..••••. 8/1310 21/2810
Total offenae............337
401
Team Flnlsbea (Womtn)
35
Penaltleslyarda ........7/51 1 01128.~ ••..,_...~ 1. Unlv. of Georgia
Puntalyarda............4/125 2174
2. Unlv. of Kentucky
73
Poaaeaslon tlme......26:39 33:21
3. Eastern Kentucky
11
4. Western Kentucky
til

5. Murray Sww

...... ,_.T_.Cell1a
TIA

*Women's

7-5, 7~

1. Donov.n d. Landlberg 8-.f, U,&-4
7~.8-4
2. Dlderlk d. Mc:M~rn~a
8-4, 8-4
3. Welch d. Ramee•
8-0, 8-1
4. AllcoCk d. Focr
8-0, 8-1
5. O....neckl d. Kalb
7-5,8-1
8. MIICOoNIId d. RydhoJm

EKU 25:07.72
IJ( 25:10.&4
EI<U 25:18.03
lJ( 25:20.20

John Ngange
Vaclua Nemad
David Hawes
Gecxge Vlanneh
·- Co\ne Reoon1

'

e. Kappa Alpha

Rydholm - Bransom

128

Top 5 Elnlsbora
•s... Ooii1Wl
WQJ

X.

:-~

8. Delta Sigma Phi

3. Binder - De8oactl d.

!8

8. Soulheut MII80Uii

;£..~~':{:

Rifle

Doublea

!R
54

5. Murray Staw

,~'

7. Alpha Tau Omega

Team Finishes • Men

'• ~

.......:"' .§.

' p. .,

'

Clpe

Murnr a•te lntlltlkiMI

7-e, 8-0
8-4, 8-0
7-5, 8-3
8-2, 8-4
7~. 8-4
8-1, 8-3

8. RydhoJm d. Sawyer

lind WomM~ I'Nuib Ill 1M
w..~em K•ntucky ~ Hllil
of Fame Invitational. Bowling
GrNn, s.pt. 21.

..........
".....

1-.. . . . . . .

U.ef

·5. DeBoech d. Oranackl

AIM ~

MSU- Miller 20 pass
from Lewis (Dill kick).
EIU· Grady 1 pass from
Thome (Caldwell kick).
MSU- Havill 25 pass
from Lewis {Dill kick).
EIU- Castillo 14 pass
from Thorne (Caldwell
kick).
MSU- Miller 5 pass from
Lewis (Dill klck).
EIU- Jones 9 pass from
Thorne (Caldwell kick).
MSU· McGowan 5 run
(Dill kick).
EIU- Moore 20 pass from
Thorne (pass failed).

,•, ,- .. _.

Tetta.-llvtla

2. Dlder1k d. Roystk
3. RarMge d. Ella
4. Allcock d. Binder

'\"1 In

-:

'·::

Men's Tennis

Doubles

25.

7

CrossCountry

1. Donoven • Dlderlk d.
Ouea- Relmondo
8-3, 4-6, 8-3
2. RarMge - Allcock d .
Cook·...,.,._
8-2, U, 8-0
s. Oraneckl - Rydholm d.
GnNm • P...-.on
8-3, 8-4

28, Hickman 27, Ellena 27, Jonea

lllirrQ State 28
Eaatem llllnole 27

Women's

·· ·?-·~:;;

"""Gflll

e.

RECI!IVINO· Murray State,
MIRer 41, Redmond 40, Havll 25,
McGowan 4. EIU, Moofe 53, Cook

F<l<lTBAtL

CrossCountry

..;

TMII

Teaa.

ilen•a

8-3,8-1
1.0Ue.. d. Donovan
3-6,8-3,8-4
2. Dldertk d. Retmondo
8-1,8-3
3. Ramege d. Cook
8-4, 7~
4. Mutibaler d. AJicoek
7-5,8-2
5. Qrenectd d. C3taham
t.Wy Peerton d. Rydholm 8-2,8-2

"/......_ ....

,_

......
,,...
,,....
..w.

Football Standings
W:L

"

available for lndvldual• or
student organlzdona to ~
mote the cou,.Ya mo.t auc>
cesaful SPRINO BREAK

Foro.dMCol
a.Eoti.ADON

my touchdown?

HALEY

GoodluckagalnstMidde. C.S.

toura.. Call lnwr-Campua

715Sa61

TV-11, The challenge Ia onl

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 2:30 - 5:00,Tueaday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.
CALL 1-800·950·8472 ext.20

Programa 1-t00-32'7-eo13.

RATES
w..out MSU 10: 20e f* word

Wlh MSU 10: 15f f* word

Over Twenty Worda
M\ MSU 10: 10. per word
Wltloul MSU ID: 15f per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER lliE PHONE.

Ada may be mailed along wtth payment to:

Deadline...... Wtd. 3 p.m.

Mike your own hours,

Claaalfleda Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX

OU !frknd$ are tlie r.Best !FriendS ...
!I(Jmem.Der your friendS witli a
personal classified aavertisement
as tliey come liome to Murray State
for a{{ tlie !Homecoming Ylctivities.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$1 PenoDil Cla..U:Iecl

PEMOtW..S
ROOtoNAT£8

El:plrelllG-9-91

lllJSitjU8

I&MCii8
FORR&NT
FORSN..E
HELP WANTED
LOST a l'<lUND
RllD
MISC••

NOTtcli

~.....~"f,."f,."f,."f,...................................................................................................~..........~.............~
I\JIIn1r"''QU

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN & 7"
BRACELET
ONLY

$99

is

Find Her Wltb This Ad And Racelya 12 ott
Your Next lbl!mpoo. Cut, And stria At
Hair Works
HAIR SALON
(502) 753-7455
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they design the courses and are
responsible for the education
process," she said. "The
students' motivation, external
commitment and personal goals
for themselves and for their
education are also critically
important."
Booth said the assessment
process is a three-pronged one.
"One aspect is a comprehensive assessment of general
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education to see whether or not
we are accomplishing the goal
set for that program in terms of
what the student should
know," Booth said. "Then
there's an assessment for each
of the majors on campus."
The biggest undertaking will
be the assessment of "The
Characteristics of the MSU
graduate," a document adopted
last year, Booth said.

A panel consisting of Tom
Auer, dean of Industry and
Technology; Gary Boggess.
dean of Science; Joe Cart·
wright, dean of Humanistic
Studies; Gary Hunt, dean of
Fine Arts and Communications; Dannie Harrison, assistant dean of Business and
Public Affairs; and Allan
Beane, College of Education
assessment coordinator,

discussed various assessment
challenges posed by the
document.
"The question now is how to
go about assessing that," Booth
said. "Those characteristics
speak for the total experience of
students, not only their
academic preparation but also
everything they have experienced as part of student
life."

Sept. 19
5:45 a.m. -Someone reported that he heard what appeared [:.
to be shots fired near Wilson Hall. The area was checked and
nothing was found.
I~
Sept. 20
10:57 a.m. -Woods Hall reported that a large pentagram 1;
was painted on the sidewalk. Physical plant was notified to
wash the sidewalk.
Sept. 21
6:42p.m. -Murray Police Department advised public safety of alcohol at a tailgate party at the northeast corner of the
stadium.
7:22 p.m. - Because of numerous complaints from the
public, a group of people at the northeast corner of the
stadium were asked to disperse. The group complied and left
the area.

ALCOHOL
Continued from Page 1

jeopardy because their insw·ance policies were null and
void during mixers," he said.
Baurer helps advise
Panhellenic and the Interfraternity Council and has been
working with both on this
issue. He said the administration is very proud of the steps

began having dry mixers this
the sororities have taken.
Moore said she believes the week, she said, and people have
new policy will help Greeks get begun getting into the themes
more help from Murray State.
of the mixers more and have
"It makes Greeks look better found alternatives to drinking.
"Hopefully by the end of the
and will help us get cooperation
from the fac ulty and ad- semester the sororities and
ministration," she said.
fraternities will begin having
Sororities and fraternities other dry functions, such as

renting the skating rink, going
to ballgames or eating ot1t
togethe1·," Moore said.
Baurer said it's in the hands
of the sororities and fraternities
to work thingR out among
themselves and to realize more
of these policies will be put into
effect in the future.

1:48 a.m. - It was reported that a football player in
Franklin Hall was out of control. He was banging on doors,
yelling and screaming obscenities. The subject had been
drinking. Security escorted him to his room and gave him a
warning.

lnformati.on for Police Beat was gathered and compikd by
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials auailable to the
public from public safety.
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Under the terms of Chapter 71, City of Murray Code of Ordinances, the
purchase of city auto stickers Is required, as follows:
City Residents - Each vehicle ownedneased
Non-residents - Vehicle used In the course of
employment

C OUPON!

The ordinance applies to part-time employment. Non-resident
university students who do not work are exempt from the ordinance.
A Pull IJne of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Spedal Orders

Bel-Air Sbopplna
Center
759-1390

For further Information contact the City Clerk's office, 782.0350.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
·--

aton lloun:
Mo'nday·Frlday 7:30 a.m•• e p.m.
Saturday I a.m. • 4 p.tn.
Sunday 1 p.m. • 5 p.m.
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Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physician
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Assistants
Discover a challenging future
with opportunities to adVance. Serve
your country while you serve your career
with:
• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• CO!llllete medical and dental

care

• 30 days vacation wth pay per year
Find out how to qualify as an Air Force professional. Call

USAF BEAL1HPROFESSIONAIS
TOIL FREE
1-80().423..USAF
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